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Abstract
Light urinary incontinence is a prevalent condition many women experience sometime during their lifetime. 
To be able to go on with their everyday life many of them use incontinence protections on a daily basis. The 
protections are single-use pads which result in enormous amounts of waste that currently cannot be recy-
cled properly. In addition, some of the raw materials used to produce the protections are fossil-based which 
creates a rather high carbon footprint per daily use. 

The master thesis aimed to identify inspiring ways to increase the environmental sustainability of light in-
FRQWLQHQFH�SURWHFWLRQV�IRU�ZRPHQ��WKDW�KDYH�WKH�SRWHQWLDO�WR�JHW�DFFHSWHG�E\�WKH�XVHUV�DQG�QRW�FRQÀLFW�ZLWK�
their wellbeing. 

Interviews, literature studies, and a competitor analysis were conducted to understand the topic and identify 
a suitable sustainability strategy. The strategy shown to have the most potential was to create a reusable 
protection, mainly due to it lowering the use of material needed and the potential to possibly give added 
value for the users. 

In the following process, users were included to develop concepts with the potential to be accepted by 
them. A sensitising workbook and a workshop were performed to understand the users’ needs and wishes 
connected to a reusable incontinence protection. The subsequent steps included development of concepts 
and evaluation of them with users and experts at Essity. 

7KH�¿QDO�UHVXOW�LV�WKUHH�FRQFHSWV�RI�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQV�IRU�ZRPHQ�ZLWK�OLJKW�LQFRQWLQHQFH��7KH�FRQFHSWV�
are named Rosenbladet, Skuggan and Snäckan. They challenge the way of cleaning a reusable protection 
by being able to refresh in the sink. The protections are presented on a conceptual level and need to be 
HYDOXDWHG�DQG�WHVWHG�IXUWKHU�WR�PDNH�VXUH�WKH\�GR�QRW�FRQÀLFW�ZLWK�WKH�XVHUV¶�ZHOOEHLQJ��)XUWKHU��WKH�FDUERQ�
footprint needs to be calculated to know how much the environmental impact is lowered. 



Terminology     
Wellbeing 
“Wellbeing is the experience of health, happiness, and prosperity. It includes having good mental health, 
high life satisfaction, a sense of meaning or purpose, and ability to manage stress. More generally, wellbe-
ing is just feeling well.” (Davis, 2019).

Urinary Incontinence 
“Urinary Incontinence is the inability of the body to control the evacuative functions of urination: partial 
or complete loss of bladder control“ (Merriam Webster, 2020). In this report, the term incontinence will be 
referring to urinary incontinence and not other types such as faecal incontinence. 

Reusable 
“Able to be used more than once” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2020). 

Sustainability 
“Sustainability focuses on meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future gen-
erations to meet their needs. The concept of sustainability is composed of three pillars: economic, environ-
mental, and social” (Grant, 2020). 
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1

Chapter one 

Introduction    
This chapter introduces the subject, background and aim of the thesis as well as presents the design 
process and framework used.  
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1.1 Background    
Light urinary incontinence is a widespread condition many people experience during their life. For wom-
en, common reasons are childbirth, menopause, ageing and medical conditions. Absorbing protections are 
essential for the women who live with incontinence to be able to go on with their daily lifestyles as usual.
The most common absorbing protections are disposable, single-use pads and pantyliners. These are used 
daily which creates a lot of waste that currently cannot be recycled properly. In addition to this, some of 
the raw materials used to produce the pads are fossil-based which creates a rather high carbon footprint per 
daily use. According to internally available information from Essity, the weight of products that will go to 
waste for an average person who uses a mix of 50% pantyliners and 50 % pads for light incontinence will 
be 7,7 kg a year. This means the total weight of waste for light incontinent women in Sweden, assuming all 
of them use protections, would be 5700 tons per year. 

The master thesis was performed at Essity AB (www.essity.se) a company that works with health and hy-
giene products. The brief from Essity restricted thesis to the target group women who use light incontinence 
protection. TENA is the Essity brand creating these protections.

7(1$�GH¿QHG�OLJKW�LQFRQWLQHQFH�E\�WZR�IDFWRUV��
Type of accident: When sneezing, coughing, laughing or because of some extra effort which is most com-
mon for people with stress incontinence. 
Type of leakage: A few drops or about a tablespoon. 
The reference products which was given in the brief from Essity are TENA discreet Normal and TENA 
discreet Mini (www.tena.nu). 

Essity works with sustainability through three pillars wellbeing, addressing the quality of life of women 
with incontinence, circularity and more from less which address the environmental aspects. These pillars 
are based on the United Nations sustainable development goals, 3 - good health and wellbeing, 5 gender 
equality, 12 responsible consumption and production, 13, climate action and 15 life on land (United Na-
tions, 2015). Essity works with these pillars by developing products and services to be circular, closing the 
SURGXFW�OLIH�F\FOH�ORRSV�DQG�ZLWK�UHVRXUFH�HI¿FLHQF\�LQ�DOO�OLIH�F\FOH�SKDVHV�ZKLOH�DW�WKH�VDPH�WLPH�RSWLPL]-
ing them to give the highest customer value. 

TENA needs inspiring ideas and design concepts of more environmentally sustainable solutions in forms of 
new products, alternatively services which have a high possibility to reach user acceptance. 

1.2 Aim 
This thesis aims to identify inspiring ways to increase the environmental sustainability of protection for 
OLJKW�LQFRQWLQHQFH��WKDW�KDYH�WKH�SRWHQWLDO�WR�JHW�DFFHSWHG�E\�WKH�XVHUV�DQG�GR�QRW�FRQÀLFW�ZLWK�WKHLU�ZHOOEH-
ing.  
 

1.3 Research questions
Ɣ� In which ways can the environmental impact of incontinence protections be reduced?

Ɣ� Which user needs and attitudes are important to consider when developing a new, more environ-
mentally sustainable protection for light incontinence?

Ɣ� How can protections for light incontinence that reduces the environmental impact be designed to 
QRW�FRQÀLFW�ZLWK�WKH�XVHUV¶�ZHOOEHLQJ" 
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1.4 Deliverables to TENA
Ɣ� Give TENA new inspiring, conceptual solution(s) to improve the sustainability for protections for 

OLJKW�LQFRQWLQHQFH�ZKLFK�KDYH�EHHQ�HYDOXDWHG�DQG�LQÀXHQFHG�E\�WKH�XVHUV��7KH�VROXWLRQ�V��FRXOG�
potentially include a service. 

Ɣ� 7R�SUHVHQW�LQVLJKWV�DERXW�WKH�FXVWRPHU¶V�QHHGV�DQG�DWWLWXGHV�ZKLFK�LQÀXHQFH�WKH�GHYHORSPHQW�DQG�
use of a new, more environmentally sustainable protection. 

Ɣ� 'HOLYHU�UHTXLUHPHQWV�DQG�JXLGHOLQHV�ZKLFK�ZRXOG�QHHG�WR�EH�IXO¿OOHG�DQG�IROORZHG�WR�UHDFK�D�KLJK�
possibility of user acceptance, for protections which are more environmentally sustainable than 
TENA discreet Normal and TENA discreet Mini.   
 

1.5 Design process
The framework which will guide the design and product development process is the double diamond frame-
work (Design Council, 2020). The framework is developed to help designers to innovate and deal with 
complex social, economic and environmental problems which is the case for this thesis and therefore makes 
it suitable to use. The thesis aimed to work with a so-called ”Sustainability-oriented innovation”. The idea 
is that the solution is seen as innovative if it is decreasing the negative impact the existing solution has and 
does not need to be original or radical to be seen as innovative (Plieth, Bullinger and Hansen, 2012). 

7KH�SURFHVV�RI�WKH�GRXEOH�GLDPRQG�IUDPHZRUN�FRQVLVWV�RI�IRXU�SKDVHV��GLVFRYHU��GH¿QH��GHYHORS�DQG�GH-
liver which are divided into two processes phases, the two diamonds. Both phases start more open, explor-
ing the issue by divergent thinking to later go towards narrowing the view by convergent thinking. It’s an 
iterative process where information or insights in a later phase could make the design process jump back to 
an earlier stage. Because the iterative nature of the process the methods suggested and made in the different 
phases were not made at the same chronological time and phase of the project. 

Discover: The discover phase is to explore the issue and to gain a deep understanding of the issue along 
with the stakeholders and contexts affecting and affected by the issue. 

'H¿QH��7KH�GH¿QH�SKDVH�LV�WR�JDWKHU�LQVLJKWV�IURP�WKH�GLVFRYHU�SKDVH�DQG�GH¿QH�ZKDW�WKH�FKDOOHQJH�ZLWK�
WKH�LVVXH�LV�LQ�D�FOHDU�DQG�GH¿QHG�ZD\��

Develop: The develop phase is made to gain inspirations, to co-design with other people and to get differ-
ent answers and ideas for solutions to the problem. 

Deliver: The deliver phase is to test the different solutions and dismiss the ones which are found to not 
work and develop the ones that are found to have potential. 

6HH�¿JXUH���WR�VHH�ZKLFK�PHWKRGRORJ\�ZDV�XVHG�LQ�WKH�GLIIHUHQW�SKDVHV��

7KH�IUDPHZRUN�KDV�LGHQWL¿HG�VRPH�SULQFLSOHV�WR�IROORZ�ZKLFK�LV�WR�SXW�SHRSOH�¿UVW��FRPPXQLFDWH�YLVXDOO\�
and inclusively, collaborate and co-create and iterative. This thesis has tried to follow these principles by 
including users and experts in all design phases, communicating to them visually and iterating as many 
times as possible (Design council, 2020). 
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1.6 Reader guide
The thesis is presented in six parts, following the design process in chronological order, even if it was 
GRQH�LWHUDWLYHO\��7KH�¿UVW��EHLQJ�WKH�VHFRQG�FKDSWHU��SUHVHQW�WKH�FXUUHQW�VLWXDWLRQ�DQG�H[SORUHV�DQG�HYDOXDWH�
different ways of decreasing the environmental impact of protection for light incontinence. Based on this, a 
strategy to make reusable protection is taken forward. The third chapter presents ideation on different strat-
egies to make protections reusable. The reusable strategies are then evaluated and developed together with 
XVHUV�LQ�WKH�IROORZLQJ�SDUW��FKDSWHU�IRXU��,Q�FKDSWHU�¿YH�FRQFHSWV�RI�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQV�DUH�IXUWKHU�GHYHO-
RSHG�DQG�HYDOXDWHG��7KH�VHOHFWHG�WKUHH�¿QDO�FRQFHSWV�DUH�SUHVHQWHG�LQ�WKH�ODVW�SDUW��FKDSWHU�VL[��IROORZHG�E\�
discussion and conclusions. 

Figure 1. Illustration of the design framework Double Diamond.

Sustainable 
protections 

Literature studies
Sensitising workbook
Interviews
Competitor analysis
Initial ideation 

Analysis
User journey, requirements, 
guidelines and personas
Selection of environmental 
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Ideation
Concept formulation
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Test with functional 
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Inspirational concepts 
Estimation of changes 
in the life cycle
New user journeys
Challenges and po-
tentials
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This chapter establishes an understanding of the current situation of women with light incontinence, their 
relation to their current protections and explores different strategies to make incontinence protections more 
environmentally sustainable. The chapter explores and describe how incontinence affects wellbeing, the 
environmental aspects of incontinence protections and an analysis of competitor products. The collected 
information is used to determine the most suitable sustainable strategy for the proceeding of the thesis. 

Chapter two  
Current situation and  
establishing environmental 
sustainble strategy   
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2.1 Methodology 
A literature study was made on incontinence and wellbeing, with material from Essity, websites of other 
companies working with incontinence, earlier made user and life cycle assessment studies by researchers. 
In addition, semi-structured interviews (Bligård, 2015) were performed with Saari, a Swedish district nurse 
specialized in incontinence, Hughes, an American nurse working with female healthcare and Dahlenborg, 
a Swedish physiotherapist specialized in incontinence. The data was collected to understand how inconti-
QHQFH�DIIHFWV�WKH�ZHOOEHLQJ�RI�WKH�XVHUV�DQG�ZKDW�UHTXLUHPHQWV�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�QHHGV�WR�IXO¿O��WR�QRW�LQWHU-
fere with the wellbeing of the user. Areas of interest were how incontinence is affecting the wellbeing, the 
role of the protection and other ways that exists to prevent incontinence and improve the wellbeing among 
women with incontinence. 

To understand what makes single-use pads environmentally unsustainable and in what ways the impact can 
be lowered, a literature study and interviews with Essity employees were conducted. The data collection 
concerned information about the reference products, the current environmental impact of pads for light in-
continence and its life cycle, as well as evaluating strategies on how to make incontinence protections more 
environmentally sustainable.

Lastly, a competitor analysis (Entrepreneur, 2020) was made to analyse what the competitors have to offer 
to get inspiration when designing concepts. It was made through searching on the internet for other com-
panies making products for light incontinence. Two of the competitors products were bought and tested 
to evaluate their functionality. The analysis was mainly focused on the actual products and not connected 
areas such as marketing, since it was decided that it was the most useful way of analysing them rather than 
doing a complete competitor analysis. In addition to incontinence protections, both disposable and reusa-
ble, the competitor analysis included closely related areas such as reusable menstrual protections, products 
to prevent incontinence, reusable diapers and portable urinary toilets were studies. This was made to gain 
inspiration from areas which has similar functionality as incontinence protections and where a lot of devel-
opment and innovation has been made. 

The collected data was sorted and important results and insights can be found under respective heading 
in section 2.2. The full table of all the products from the competitor analysis can be found in Appendix 1. 
From the data and insights some conclusions (see section 2.3) were made on how to proceed the thesis. 

2.2. Incontinence and wellbeing
2.2.1 Incontinence
Urinary incontinence, even called urine leakage, is a widespread condition among both men and women. 
For women, common reasons are childbirth, ageing and medical conditions. Being overweight is also a 
common factor that increase the risk and level of incontinence (Norton and Brubaker, 2006). A prevalent 
SK\VLRORJLFDO�UHDVRQ�IRU�LQFRQWLQHQFH�LV�WKDW�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�JHWV�ZHDN�RU�LQMXUHG������WR������RI�
women over 30 have sometime in their life experienced urinary incontinence, even if the precise number 
is hard to identify due to the difference in studies (Coyne, Kvasz, Ireland, Milsom, Kopp, Chapple, 2012). 
This means that 200 million people in the world suffer from urinary incontinence, but because the condition 
is estimated to be highly unreported and untreated, the number is probably higher (Norton and Brubaker, 
2006).

There are mainly three types of urinary incontinence; stress, urge and a mix incontinence. Stress inconti-
QHQFH�LV�GH¿QHG�DV�“The involuntary leakage of urine from the bladder accompanying physical activity, 
such as laughing or coughing which places increased pressure on the abdomen.” (Merriam Webster 2020). 
Urge incontinence is “The involuntary leakage of urine from the bladder when a sudden strong need to uri-
nate is felt.” (Merriam Webster 2020). The third type is mix incontinence which is a mix of urge and stress 
incontinence (TENA, 2020). According to internally available information from Essity, the amount of urine 
women with light incontinence leaks can vary a lot, both from person to person, but also for the individual.
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Hughes (personal communication,12 February 2020) explains that protections for incontinence and men-
struation may look similar, but that there are a few major differences between the characteristics of incon-
tinence and menstruation. One difference is that XULQH�KDV�D�ORZHU�YLVFRVLW\�WKDQ�WKH�PHQVWUXDO�ÀXLG��ZKLFK�
UHTXLUHV�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�WR�DEVRUE�D�KLJKHU�ÀRZ�RI�OLTXLG��7KH�DPRXQW�RI�OHDNDJH�YDULHV�IRU�LQFRQWLQHQFH�DQG�
XVXDOO\�KDSSHQV�HYHU\�GD\��ZKLOH�WKH�DPRXQW�RI�PHQVWUXDO�ÀXLG�LV�PRUH�SHULRGLFDOO\�FRQVLVWHQW�DQG�RFFXU�
only a few days every month. Another difference is that incontinence is perceived as a condition of dys-
function and menstruation as a sign of health. 

2.2.2 Wellbeing and treatments for incontinence 
Incontinence has been shown to reduce the quality of life, including reduced participation in physical activ-
ity and exercise (Sigurdardottir, et al. 2019). It is common among women with incontinence to experience 
anxiety, depression and social isolation and the social stigma around incontinence is making the situation 
for these women even worse (Coyne, Kvasz, Ireland, Milsom, Kopp Z, Chapple, 2012). Many of them 
suffer from incontinence in silence and for the women that decide to seek help often wait for several years 
before they do so (Coyne et al. 2012). 

A common treatment for urge incontinence is bladder training, where the patient is guided to train her blad-
GHU�WR�LPSURYH�WKH�DELOLW\�WR�FRQWURO�WKH�XUJH�DQG�LQFUHDVH�EODGGHU�FDSDFLW\��7KLV�RIWHQ�LQFOXGHV�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�
training and distraction or relaxation techniques (Norton and Brubaker 2006). Another common treatment 
LV�ÀXLG�PDQDJHPHQW��ZKHUH�WKH�SDWLHQW�LV�JXLGHG�WR�GULQN�FHUWDLQ�ÀXLGV�DQG�DPRXQWV�WR�VXSSRUW�EODGGHU�
control (Norton and Brubaker 2006). A common treatment for stress incontinence is training of the pelvic 
ÀRRU�PXVFOHV��,W�KDV�VKRZQ�WR�GHFUHDVH�WKH�UDWH�RI�XULQDU\�LQFRQWLQHQFH�LI�LV�GRQH�ERWK�EHIRUH��GXULQJ�DQG�
DIWHU�FKLOGELUWK��6LJXUGDUGRWWLU�HW�DO���������7KH�ZRPHQ�WKDW�WUDLQ�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�DUH�VHYHQ�WLPHV�
PRUH�OLNHO\�WR�JHW�ULG�RI�WKHLU�LQFRQWLQHQFH��FRPSDUHG�WR�WKRVH�ZKR�GR�QRW�WUDLQ�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�DW�
all (Norton and Brubaker 2006). However, some conditions cannot be treated through training.
Dahlenborg (personal communication, 12 February 2020) often needs to help her patients locate their pel-
YLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�WR�PDNH�VXUH�WKH\�DUH�DFWLYDWLQJ�WKH�ULJKW�PXVFOHV��7KLV�FDQ�EH�YHU\�KDUG��HVSHFLDOO\�IRU�
women that have injuries in the lower abdomen e.g. due to giving birth. Many of her patients have per-
IRUPHG�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOH�WUDLQLQJ�EXW�LQ�DQ�LQFRUUHFW�ZD\��ZKLFK�PDNHV�WKHP�IUXVWUDWHG�ZKHQ�QRW�QRWLFLQJ�
any improvements. Because of this she recommends the women to use products that gives feedback if the 
ULJKW�PXVFOHV�DUH�DFWLYDWHG��,W�LV�YHU\�FUXFLDO�WKDW�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�WUDLQLQJ�LV�GRQH�UHJXODUO\�WR�EH�HIIHFWLYH��
7KH�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQ�LV�WR�WUDLQ�IRU�¿YH�PLQXWHV��WKUHH�WLPHV�D�GD\��RQ�D�GDLO\�EDVLV��0DQ\�ZRPHQ�JHW�EHWWHU�
from the training in six weeks and most within six months, but that implies that require that the training is 
done correctly. Surgery is sometimes offered to patients who have tried the earlier mentioned treatments 
without getting better or for some injuries which will not get better through treatments. There are also some 
medicines to prevent incontinence, some by supporting muscles to relax or contract and some working with 
estrogen increases (Mayo Clinic, 2017).

Figure 2. Illustration of the anatomy 
connected to incontinence.

Figure 3. Illustration of 
stress incontinence.  

Figure 4. Illustration of 
urge incontinence. 
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2.2.3 Protection 
A common type of incontinence protection is single-use pads. Many women use pads that are not adapted 
to their amount of leakage because the do not know which protection and absorbency level that suit their 
needs best. According to internally available information from Essity, it is common to use protections for 
menstruation instead of incontinence, partly because they are cheaper and partly because many women 
think it is less embarrassing to buy menstrual protections.

In some countries, incontinence protections are part of the reimbursement system and some women get 
protections prescribed by their nurse. These protections are often not the ones with the highest performance, 
EXW�WKH�RQHV�WKDW�IXO¿OO�WKH�KHDOWK�VHFWRU�UHTXLUHPHQWV�IRU�WKH�FKHDSHVW�SULFH��6DDUL��SHUVRQDO�FRPPXQLFD-
tion, 13 February 2020). 

2.2.4 Protection and user experience
A study made by Getliffe, Fader, Cottenden and Jamieson (2007), where 99 women with light incontinence 
were interviewed, showed that the main purpose of using pads is to be able to carry on with everyday life 
without being disturbed by their leakage and not be limited in what they can do. If the women stop trusting 
WKH�SDG��WKH\�HDVLO\�VWRS�GRLQJ�WKLQJV�WKH\�ZDQW�WR�GR�DQG�ORVH�FRQ¿GHQFH�LQ�WKHPVHOYHV��7KH�ZRPHQ�GLG�
not expect the pad to improve or prevent their incontinence but mainly to make it easier to live with it. 

The study showed that the aspect of the pad having the most impact on the women’s’ lives was to effec-
tively and in a discrete way absorb and retain urine. The risk of lack of performance, discreteness and if it 
required a high level of effort to handle the pads were connected to anxiety among the women interviewed. 
The trust for the pads is easily damaged and many are constantly worried about leakages and visibility of 
the pad. All women thought a crucial function to hide their incontinence were the pads’ ability to contain 
odour and be discrete. The selection of pad size was described as a balance between effective absorbency 
and discreteness. They expressed that they do not want people to see their protection and that it would be 
very embarrassing if people knew that they have urine leakage. Many women used thinner pads than they 
needed, which they instead changed more often. They thought the higher frequency of changes was incon-
venient but better than having a thicker one (Getliffe et al. 2007).

7KH�DVSHFWV�LQÀXHQFLQJ�WKH�HDVH�RI�XVH�ZDV�WKH�SDG�VL]H��KRZ�HDV\�LW�ZDV�WR�GLVFUHHWO\�FDUU\�LW�LQ�WKHLU�KDQG-
bag and the length of time required to change the pad. A pad which was easy to use and change was shown 
to promote a higher degree of independence among the women. Some pads and packets were shown to be 
GLI¿FXOW�WR�RSHQ�DQG�SXW�RQ��HVSHFLDOO\�IRU�VRPH�ZRPHQ�ZKR�KDG�OLPLWHG�KDQG�PRWRULF��,I�WKH�SDG�ZDV�ZHW��
it was experienced as more uncomfortable, bulky and heavy and that the person wearing the pad got more 
aware of it. A pad which was wet for a long time created worries about developing skin rashes (Getliffe et 
al. 2007).

The women in the study got to rank different characteristics for the pads and the most important ones when 
using the pads during the day was:

Ɣ� hold urine 
Ɣ� contain smell 
Ɣ� stay in place 
Ɣ� be discreet 
Ɣ� be comfortable when wet

During the night, discretion was less important and to keep skin dry was instead a higher priority. Other 
LPSRUWDQW�DVSHFWV�RI�WKH�SDG�ZHUH�WKH�FRPIRUW�ZKHQ�LW�ZDV�GU\��WKH�¿W�RI�WKH�SDG��KRZ�NLQG�LW�ZDV�WR�WKH�
skin, how easy it was to put on, ability to stay in place, ease of disposal and ease of opening and carrying 
the pack (Getliffe et al.2007). 

2.2.5 Insights from Incontinence and wellbeing
Incontinence has a high impact on the wellbeing of the individual and a good protection can enable women 
to go on with their everyday life without being affected negatively by their incontinence. Important aspects 
connected to incontinence protections that affects the users’ wellbeing are discretion, simple to handle, 
carry with you and change. Factors affecting the discreteness were the protection ability to hold urine and 
repress odour, its thickness and the possibility to carry it with you in a discreet way.
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There is a lot that can be improved just by education and information. Both to decrease social stigma and 
DOVR�WR�HGXFDWH�LQ�EODGGHU�DQG�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�H[HUFLVHV��DORQJ�ZLWK�JLYLQJ�DGYLFH�RQ�VXLWDEOH�SURWHFWLRQV�
 

2.3 Environmental sustainability of incontinence 
protections 
   2.3.1 Reference products
The reference products are TENA Discreet Mini and TENA Discreet Normal, single-use pads made for 
women that have light incontinence. The products are similar to each other but the main difference is that 
TENA Discreet Mini is made for small leakages and TENA Discreet Normal is made for medium leakag-
es. The pads are sold in 20 units per package and can be purchased online and in regular grocery stores. 
(TENA, 2019)

The reference products are designed to provide a secure and discreet protection for urine leakage through 
impeding leaks, odour and moisture. They control odour through micro-fresh pearls that encapsulate the 
urine and prevent bacterias from thriving. The pads are individually wrapped in plastic covers to keep them 
clean and dry and to wrap the old pad in before disposal. The are also dermatologically tested and perfume 
free to be gentle and safe to the skin. (TENA, 2019). 

 

 

Figure 7. Tena Discreet Normal (Tena.nu). 

Figure 5. Tena Discreet
 Normal (Tena.nu).

Figure 6. Tena Discreet 
Mini (Tena.nu).
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In general, single-use incontinence pads are built up by several layers with different materials and proper-
ties, as presented below (Incontinence.co.uk, 2019):  

Part of the pad Properties Material
Topsheet The layer closest to the skin. 

It absorbs the urine quickly to 
keep the skin dry. 

Plastic such as polypropene/
polyethene.

Acquisition layer Transport the urine from the 
surface to the centre of the pad.

Porous material made of poly-
HVWHU�RU�ZRRG�¿EUH�

Absorbent core Absorbs the urine and makes it 
stay in the pad without rewet-
ting during pressure. Encapsu-
late odour.

A mix between SAP (super 
absorbent polymers) and wood 
SXOS�¿EUHV�

Backsheet To prevent leakage to the un-
derwear. 

Plastic such as polyethene.

Adhesive strip Attach the product to under-
wear.

Various plastics.

Release paper Protect the adhesive strip be-
fore attaching to underwear.

Paper with silicone coating.

                                 

   

Figure 8. Layers of Tena Discreet Mini (Internally available 
information from Essity) Presented with permission.

Figure 9. Layers of Tena Discreet Normal  (Internally available 
information from Essity) Presented with permission.
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2.3.2 Environmental impact of single-use incontinence protections  
According to internally available information from Essity, the reference products contain a high percent-
age of fossil-based plastics, which result in a rather high carbon footprint per daily use. However, the 
fossil-based plastics provide several important functions, which are to quickly absorb and retain urine and 
make sure the pad is odour proof. In addition to the fossil-based plastics,  single-use pads generate a lot of 
waste. On average, a woman with light incontinence use three pads per day which add up to 1095 pads per 
year and person. In Sweden, most of the disposed pads end up in incineration, but in many other countries 
ZKHUH�WKH�ZDVWH�KDQGOLQJ�V\VWHP�LV�QRW�DV�GHYHORSHG��WKH\�HQG�XS�RQ�ODQG¿OOV�

For an average individual that use only pantyliners, corresponding to TENA Discreet mini, the weight that 
will go to waste is 5,5 kg per year. When using only pads, corresponding to TENA Discreet normal, the 
weight that will go to waste is 8,8 kg per year. When using a mix of 50% pantyliners and 50 % pads, the 
weight of protections that will go to waste is 7,7 kg per year. The total weight of waste for light incontinent 
women in Sweden, assuming all of them use protections, is 5700 tons per year.  

According to internally available information from Essity, the reference products are appreciated by the 
users and supports their wellbeing and a normal lifestyle, but from an environmental perspective, the refer-
ence products are not optimal. Customers have started to react to this and some are asking for more envi-
ronmentally friendly options. Essity needs to answer to that demand to stay attractive for those customers.

2QO\�D�IHZ�VWXGLHV�KDYH�EHHQ�PDGH�VSHFL¿FDOO\�RQ�WKH�HQYLURQPHQWDO�LPSDFW�RI�LQFRQWLQHQFH�SDGV��2QH�
study, by Willskytt and Tillman (2018), investigated the environmental impact of pads for light inconti-
nence, similar to the reference products. They used life cycle assessment and studied three different meas-
urables; global warming potential (kg CO2-eq.), fossil resource depletion (kg oil-eq.) and agricultural land 
use (m2). year annual cropland. 

For the pads for light incontinence that were used together with regular panties, which is the reference 
case for this thesis, the phase in the life cycle that had a clear majority of the environmental impact was 
the material production. The phase accounted for 60–90% of the impact, depending on measurable. The 
second-largest impact was in the disposal phase, followed by transport, manufacturing and last washing and 
drying (Willskytt and Tillman, 2018).

Material production
 
Disposal

Transport

Manufacturing 

Washing and drying

Figure 10. Life cycle assesment of single use pads for light incontinence and use of own panties, meas-
XUDEOH�*:3��NJ�&2���HT���1XPEHUV�IRU�¿JXUH�IURP�D�VWXG\�PDGH�E\�:LOOVN\WW�DQG�7LOOPDQ���������
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2.3.4 Insights about Environmental sustainability and incontinence 
The reference products are designed to prevent leakage and the users needs except that they are not envi-
ronmentally friendly enough due to being single-use single-use pads, partly containing fossil-based plastics.

The phases with the highest carbon footprint in the life cycle of the reference case are the material and dis-
posal phase which makes strategies to reduce the footprint on them a suitable focus.

2.4 Strategies to make incontinence protections 
more environmentally sustainable
Different ways of making incontinence protections more environmentally sustainable are discussed and 
evaluated in this section. The high share that the material production and disposal had in the life cycle 
resulted in that the environmental design strategies Cooper (1994) describe in his model Hierarchy of waste 
management was regarded to evaluate ways to make the protection for light incontinence more environ-
mentally sustainable. The strategies discussed and evaluated are different ways to reduce the energy and 
material use, reuse the protections and material recycling. 

2.4.1 Reduce 
Lower the amount of material per protection
As mentioned, the production of materials is the phase in the life cycle of single-use pads that has the high-
est carbon footprint. This means that reducing the materials used would have a high potential to decrease 
the environmental impact. A lower amount of material in the actual pad would likely mean that it would 
become smaller or thinner. This could have a positive effect for the users who desire discreteness. However, 
it is crucial for the users that the pad retain the same ability to hold and absorb urine which would be a chal-
lenge concerning material characteristics.

More use of renewable material 
The study made by Willskytt and Tillman (2018) evaluated what a change of the material composition 
in the products to a higher share of renewable material would mean for the environmental impact. It was 
shown to decrease the impact on global warming and fossil resource depletion but because pads for light 
incontinence contain wood-based materials it has a higher land-use impact. This could indicate a higher risk 
of the environmental burden not disappearing but just shifting place. 

To produce protections that are made of renewable materials, a high level of material knowledge would be 
UHTXLUHG��,Q�DGGLWLRQ��NQRZOHGJH�DERXW�GHYHORSPHQW�DQG�¿QGLQJ�VXLWDEOH�VXSSOLHUV�WKDW�FDQ�GHOLYHU�VXFK�
materials would be needed.

Use fewer protections
If women were to use fewer protections per day it would mean a decrease in amount of protection produced 
which would result in less environmental impact. It could also be motivating for the users who have the 
possibility to do something about their incontinence themselves. Both Dahlenborg (Personal communica-
tion, 12 February 2020) and Saari (personal communication, 13 February 2020) thought that many of their 
SDWLHQWV�JHW�OHVV�PRWLYDWHG�WR�GR�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�DQG�EODGGHU�H[HUFLVHV�EHFDXVH�WKH\�FDQ�WDNH�WKH�HDV\�ZD\�
out and instead wear protections. They implied it would be better if they use their protections less often, 
especially when they are at home where they are less exposed to others. 

It would be the best option for both the environment and the wellbeing of the users to get rid of their incon-
tinence and not use any protections at all. However, to design a protection that would somehow nudge or 
motivate the user to use their protection less would probably mean complex ethical dilemmas, both towards 
WU\LQJ�WR�LQÀXHQFH�WKH�XVHUV�GHFLVLRQV�DQG�RWKHU�DVSHFWV�RI�WKH�XVHUV�ZHOOEHLQJ��

Make the protections compostable 
To make a protection compostable would mean that the impact of the after use phase and the handling of 
the waste would be lowered. The users would also be able to continue using single-use protections, as they 
do today. Due to that many protections do not end up in waste stations, it would be crucial that the pro-
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tections are, not only industrial compostable, but possible to dispose in the compost at home. However, to 
make the protection completely compostable would require a development in material rather than a change 
RI�WKH�GHVLJQ��$�SRVVLELOLW\�LGHQWL¿HG�ZDV�WR�GR�SDUW�RI�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�FRPSRVWDEOH�DQG�WKH�UHVW�UHXVDEOH��

Make the use more effective through customization 
The study by Willskytt and Tillman (2018), evaluated how more effective use of products through custom-
ization to users’ needs would change the environmental impact. They looked at how the impact changed 
when patients switched protection after getting expert advice and individual customization. Customization 
appeared to be a promising way to decrease environmental impact and when the users changed from their 
current protection to the recommended, it resulted in a 23% decrease in global warming potential, a 20% 
decrease in fossil depletion and a 18% decrease in land use. However, in this case, it was rather large prod-
ucts that were considered. The impact would probably not have the same impact if it was smaller protec-
tions, such as the reference products, because the change would be relatively small. 

2.4.2 Recycle
To recycle means turning the protection into raw materials which can be used again, and recycling the ma-
terials of the protection would mean a decrease in virgin material needed. However, recycling is an energy 
consuming procedure, and imply more energy needed for transport, the process and reassemble the recycled 
materials (Rufus, 2015). Recycling the material could mean that the used protections are collected, and the 
materials are recycled to be used to make new protections, or other types of products.

To recycle the protections, the users would need to somehow be a part of a collection system, or store their 
used single-use pads until the protections could be collected, which probably would mean more energy 
spent on the handling of their protection. The upside with recycling from the users perspective is that it 
would mean that the users could continue to use the protections as the single-use pads they do today, and 
still be more environmentally friendly.  

7KHUH�DUH�PDQ\�EDUULHUV�LQ�UHF\FOLQJ�LQFRQWLQHQFH�SURWHFWLRQV�EHFDXVH�LW�LV�FODVVL¿HG�DV�PHGLFDO�GHYLFH��
which by EU requires the material to be traceable, and of high purity (EC, 2017). This would mean that if 
the protections would be recycled, the material would probably, at least in the start, be used for making oth-
er products. A used protection often contain residues of medicines that the user consumes, which becomes 
an issue for people that will be working with the recycling of the protections. 

A recyclable protection would make the life cycle circular on a system level, and would change most steps 
in the life cycle. Changes on a system level would probably have a high risk of bringing complex unidenti-
¿HG�LVVXHV��FRPSDUHG�WR�D�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQ��ZKLFK�ZRXOG�PDNH�WKH�OLIH�F\FOH�FLUFXODU�RQ�WKH�XVDJH�OHYHO��
It is easier to get an holistic view and identify challenges when the circle is smaller and include less steps in 
the life cycle. To design a recyclable protection, a whole system would need to be designed, to both collect 
and recycle them. To be able to do this in a feasible way, experts on all the phases of the life cycle would be 
needed. 

2.4.3 Reuse 
One of the principles Ellen MacArthur foundations (2013) describes to follow when creating value through 
circulation is the power of the inner circle. It means that the smaller the circles are in the life cycle, the larg-
er the saving should be in terms of material, labour, energy, capital and environmental impacts. A reusable 
protection would mean that the life cycle loops would be closed many times in the use phase and entail 
smaller circles in the life cycle. This goes in line with the principle of the power of inner circle. In addition, 
compared to a making the protections recyclable, making reusable protections would be easier to design 
for, because it is less actors and factors involved which could create issues. 

In the future, a reusable protection could be recycled as well and would be easier to collect than single-use 
pads because reusable protections means that it will be much fewer ones to collect. 

Another principle Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2013) presents is the principle of the power of longer 
circulations which means maximising the number of consecutive cycles. A reusable protection would mean 
a longer lifetime but also require more energy, such as cleaning. It could also require reconditioning after 
a period of use. A longer lifetime for the material would reduce the use of material which, as mentioned, 
would have the potential to decrease a high share of the carbon footprint. Reuse can be done by either reus-
ing the whole protection though cleaning it, or reusing part of the protection and throw away part of it. In 
one perspective the reference products are partly reusable by making the users use their own panties. 
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The study by Willskytt and Tillman (2018), evaluated the difference in environmental impact between regular 
panties with a single-use absorbent pad for light incontinence, and a completely single-use all-in-one product. 
7KH�UHXVDEOH�SDQWV�ZLWK�WKH�VLQJOH�XVH�DEVRUEHQW�OLJKW�SDG�ZHUH�VKRZQ�WR�KDYH�D�VLJQL¿FDQWO\�ORZHU�LPSDFW�WKDQ�
the single-use one. The environmental impact when looking at the global warming potential and fossil-resource 
depletion was almost 50 % lower, while the difference in land use was rather small. 

A reusable protection could mean that it somehow needs to be cleaned or washed, which would imply an in-
crease in the required effort to handle the protection. The washing and drying phase of the reusable pants was 
almost negligible and was only around 1% of the whole life cycle impact. However, it can vary depending on 
how it is washed, where the electricity production mix played a rather small role, but instead how loaded the 
machine was could have larger impact. Changing from a regular 3,2 kg laundry load to a 1 kg, was shown to 
QRW�LQÀXHQFH�WKH�LPSDFW�WR�DQ\�H[WHQW�EXW�ZKHQ�WKH�SDQWLHV�ZHUH�ZDVKHG�DQG�GULHG�DV�WKH�RQO\�JDUPHQW�LQ�WKH�
PDFKLQH��WKH�LPSDFW�LQFUHDVHG�VR�VLJQL¿FDQWO\�WKDW�LW�ZRXOG�QRW�EH�PRUH�VXVWDLQDEOH�WKDQ�WKH�IXOO\�VLQJOH�XVH�
product. (Willskytt and Tillman, 2018) 

Looking at the wellbeing aspects of the protection, a reusable protection could be more expensive per protection 
and still become cheaper per use because it is used more times. This would also entail that it would be possible 
to give a higher quality and a higher possibility to make them customized, which often is more expensive. A 
reusable protection would be needed to be bought less often which would be desirable by the customers, who 
often think buying incontinence products are embarrassing and inconvenient. It would also mean that they do 
not have something they need to leave behind in the trash bin, which is desirable for customers who worry 
about other people noticing or smelling their used protection in the trash bin.   

How hygenic the protection will be during the use phase could differ depending on how the users succeed with 
cleaning it. This means that the producer would get lower control over the protections security when it comes to 
hygiene, compared to a single-use pads. 

Figure  11. Illustration of the loops of reusable protections.
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2.4.4 Insights about strategies
Looking at the different ways to make a protection more environmentally sustainable, to design a reusable 
protection is concluded to have the highest potential successfully decrease the environmental impact. The 
protection can be fully, or partly, reusable and possibly consist of a compostable part.

To make the use more effective through customization has the potential to decrease the carbon footprint, 
but not enough to be a solution on its own. However, it could be a feature on other solutions, by for exam-
ple making a protection possible to adapt to individual needs. 

2.5 Competitor analysis
The competitors assortment can be divided into several areas; single-use and reusable incontinence pro-
tections, reusable menstruation protections, products to prevent incontinence and other closely connected 
areas. What type of products that have been found in respective area can be seen below and the full compet-
itor analysis can be found in Appendix 1.  

2.5.1 Single-use incontinence protections
Single-use pads and liners is the category that the reference products belong to and according to the re-
search done, it is the most common type of incontinence protections for women. Some of the largest brands 
that make single-use pads are Always Discreet (www.alwaysdiscreet.com), Abena (www.abena.com), Poise 
(www.poise.com), Hartmann (www.hartmann.info) and Attends (www.attends.co.uk). Some brands claim 
to produce more environmentally friendly single-use pads, one of them is Natracare. According to their 
website, the product is free from plastics and is biodegradable (www.natracare.com). The comparing test 
of Natracare pads and the reference product, TENA Discreet normal, showed that TENA Discreet Normal 
ZDV�E\�IDU�EHWWHU��ZKHQ�LW�FRPHV�WR�DEVRUELQJ�DQG�UHWDLQLQJ�WKH�OLTXLG��VHH�¿JXUH����EHORZ��7KLV�VKRZV�WKDW�
the SAP (super absorbent polymers) in the reference products have an important function when it comes to 
absorb and retain the urine.

Figure 12. Always Discreet pads (Always, 
2020). Reprinted with permission.

Figure 13. Abri-San 1A pads (Abena, n.d.). 

Figure 14. Attends Contours pads (At-
tends, n.d.). Reprinted with permission.

Figure 15. Poise pads (Kimberly-Clark, 
n.d.). 
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Single-use protections to insert into vagina function by pushing on the urethra and act as a support for 
the bladder neck to prevent leakage. One of these protections is named Impressa and is made by the brand 
Poise (www.poise.com). It looks and is handled similar to a tampon and comes in different sizes for the 
user to choose how much support they need (Poise, n.d). According to Norton and Brubaker (2006) a big 
tampon can be enough to reduce stress urinary incontinence when exercising, since it is supporting the 
bladder neck.  

Protections to insert into the urethra and function by plugging the channel to prevent leakage. These 
types of protections seem to be less common on the market compared to the products above. Norton and 
%UXEDNHU��������DUJXHV�WKDW�LQWUDXUHWKUDO�SURGXFWV�KDYH�JRRG�HI¿FDF\��EXW�WKDW�WKH�XVHU¶V�DFFHSWDQFH�LV�QRW�
high enough for the products to be successful on the market. One protection that is inserted into the urethra 
is the Femsoft, which is a silicone plug that is placed with an insertion device (Rochester-medical, 2020).

2.5.2 Reusable incontinence protections
According to internally available information from Essity, reusable protections account for approximately 5 
% of the market for both light incontinence and menstrual protections.

Reusable panties which are washable in machine and look similar to normal panties but with and 
abosorbent part between the legs. Some are made with cotton and terry cloth and some are made with 
PRUH�VXVWDLQDEOH�PDWHULDO�VXFK�DV�EDPERR�¿EHU��$�VWXG\�PDGH�E\�&ODUNH���2�1HLOO��(WWHUVVRQ��)DGHU��'HDQ��
Brooks, Ottenden (2002) showed that the reusable panties are found discreet because they are perceived 
as regular panties and do not have an ‘incontinent’ image, which is appreciated by the users. The reusable 
panties entail a high initial cost and the user needs to buy many new pairs of panties depending on how 
many times per day she wants to change. A company that takes it one step further is Carin wear (www.
carinwear.com) that combines their incontinence panties with a sensor that tracks the users’ leakage and 
PHDVXUHV�WKH�FRQWUDFWLRQ�RI�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�WR�JXLGH�DQG�PRWLYDWH�WKH�XVHU�WR�SUHYHQW�LQFRQWLQHQFH�

Figure 16. Natracare pads (Natracare, 
2020). Reprinted with permission.

Figure 17. Test between TENA discreet 
normal, mini and Natracare.

Figure 18. Speaxs Hi-Waist Pee-Proof Panty 
(Thinxs, 2020). 

Figure 19.�:HDUDEOHV�IRU�KHDOWK\�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�
muscles (Carin Wear, 2018). 
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Reusable pads which are washable in machine and work in the same way as single-use pads by absorbing 
urine to prevent leakage. Many variants are attached to the panties with wings and a button. Some people 
that want a cheap and more environmentally friendly option to single-use pads make these types of pads 
themselves at home, there are lots of DIY guides on youtube on how to create a reusable pad. The pads 
sometimes come with a small case to store used pads until they can be cleaned in the washing machine. The 
WHVW�RI�UHXVDEOH�SDGV�IURP�WKH�EUDQG�+HVWD�2UJDQLF��+HVWD�RUJDQLF��������VHH�¿JXUH�����VKRZHG�WKDW�WKH�DE-
sorbency capability of the reusable pad compared to the reference products was by far worse when it comes 
to absorbing and retaining the liquid. 

Figure 20. Reusable cloth pads (Hesta 
Organic, 2017). 

Figure 21. Do it yourself pads (Mamma can 
do it, 2020). 

Figure 22. Test between TENA discreet normal and Hesta organic.
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Reusable silicone protections to insert in vagina which are washable in the sink and function by pushing 
on the urethra, and act as a support for the bladder neck to prevent leakage. There are different variants 
of the protections, some are placed in the vagina for a longer period, called pessaries. The pessaries are 
primarily used for pelvic organ prolapse, but can also be used to prevent incontinence (Women’s health, 
2019). Other protections look similar to a menstrual cup and are also used in a similar way. They can easily 
be inserted and removed from the vagina by the user herself. One of the protections from C&G Medicare, 
QDPHG�,QFRVWUHVV��&	*�0HGLFDUH���������KHOSV�WKH�XVHU�WR�LGHQWLI\�KHU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�

Interlabial pads that are washable in machine. Interlabial pads are small, petal-shaped pads in fabric that 
can be attached in between the interlabials. These pads are not very common on the market according to 
the conducted research, but there are videos on youtube on how to make the interlabial pads oneself. The 
pads are primarily made as a menstrual protection but it can be used as a protection for light incontinence 
as well.

Figure 23. Incostress, product and placement (C&G 
Medicare, 2012). 

Figure 24. Dr Arabin Urethra pessary (C&G 
Medicare, n.d). Reprinted with permission.

Figure 25. Interlabial pads (Gaspar, 2019). 
Reprinted with permission.

Figure 26. How to fold Interlabial pads (Gaspar, 2019). Reprinted with 
permission.
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2.5.3 Reusable menstrual protections
Reusable pads and panties that are ZDVKDEOH�LQ�PDFKLQH�DQG�IXQFWLRQ�E\�DEVRUELQJ�WKH�PHQVWUXDO�ÀXLG. 
The pads and panties are very similar to reusable pads for incontinence, the main difference is that the ones 
made for incontinence needs to be able to absorb more liquid. However, some of the pads and panties are 
marketed to be used for both menstruation and incontinence.

Menstrual cup in silicone that are washable in the sink and are inserted into the vagina to collect the men-
VWUXDO�ÀXLG�LQ�D�FXS��7KH�FXS�FDQ�EH�HPSWLHG�LQ�WKH�WRLOHW�DQG�FOHDQHG�WKURXJK�GU\LQJ�LW�ZLWK�SDSHU�RU�ULQVLQJ�
it in the sink. Between every period the cup should be boiled to become sterilised and free from bacterias. 
According to the nurse Hughes (personal communication, 28 February 2020) the menstrual cup is very 
appreciated among the younger generation and in the US it is a very common menstrual protection due to 
being convenient and environmentally friendly because it last for several years. 

2.5.4 Products to prevent incontinence 
According to Dahlenborg (Personal communication, 12 February 2020)�VWUHQJWKHQ�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�
and can be done without any equipment, the problem is that it can be hard to know when the right muscles 
are activated. This is one reason why it sometimes requires additional products to get feedback if the mus-
cles are contracting.

Vaginal cones DUH�ZHLJKWHG�FRQHV�WKDW�DUH�LQVHUWHG�LQWR�WKH�YDJLQD�DQG�IRUFHV�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�WR�
contract to avoid the cone from slipping out (Herbison, Dean N. 2013). Dahlenborg (Personal communi-
cation, 12 February 2020), argues that the vaginal cones are great because they come in different weights, 
which makes it easy to see improvement. 

Products that manually give feedback on training which are inserted into the vagina. One product in this 
category is the Neen Educator, which is inserted into the vagina and by the visual aid of a stick the user can 
VHH�LI�KHU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�FRQWUDFW�LQ�WKH�ULJKW�ZD\��1HHQ���������7KLV�SURGXFW�ZDV�KLJKO\�UHFRPPHQG-
ed by Dahlenborg (Personal communication, 12 February 2020)  because it is very simple and gives direct 
feedback to the user when the exercises are correctly performed. 

Electrical devices for vagina. There are many upcoming products on the market that consist of one part 
that is inserted into the vagina and a connected app, where the user can get feedback of how her muscles 
are contracting and track their progress to stay motivated. One product takes it one step further and uses 
JDPL¿FDWLRQ�WR�PRWLYDWH�WKH�XVHU�WR�WUDLQ��E\�PDNLQJ�LW�IXQ�WR�WUDLQ�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�

2.5.5 Related areas to incontinence protections
Reusable diapers. Before the single-use diapers were invented, it was common to use reusable diapers that 
were washed between uses. To collect the feces and urine, rice paper was put in the diaper which could be 
thrown away (Nilsson, Personal communication, 20 February 2020).  Another more recent reusable diaper 
is made out of the material Seacell, which is a mix of eucalyptus and seaweed. The producer claims that 
the material is more sustainable to produce than the more common reusable cotton diapers (Aouf, 2019). In 
Spain they have tested to make reusable diapers part of a service, where the parents can leave dirty diapers 
at the kindergarten and get back new, clean ones (Simon, 2011). 

Portable urinary toilet. Pipinette (www.pipinette.com) is a brand that creates products for women to make 
it easier to pee when there is no access to a toilet. One of their products is made for traveling and consists 
RI�D�SODVWLF�EDJ�¿OOHG�ZLWK�6$3�EHDGV�WKDW�TXLFNO\�WUDQVIRUPV�WKH�XULQH�LQWR�D�JHO�ZKLFK�PDNHV�LW�HDV\�WR�
dispose of. 

Menstrual protections in history. According to 85 year old Nilsson (Personal communication, 20 Febru-
ary 2020), women used candlewick yard to make reusable pads in the 1940 decade. They knitted the pads 
with the candlewick yarn and to clean them between uses they cleaned them as they did with other clothes 
in boiled water. Some of the pads were attached to the body by hanging it up in a rope around the waist. 
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2.5.6 Insights from competitor analysis
The most common type of protection on the market is single-use pads. It is also the type of product that is 
sold in regular grocery stores which makes it very accessible. 

Reusable panties seem to be an upcoming area with several different brands marketing them. 

All reusable incontinence protections found, except for the silicone products which are inserted into the 
vagina, are cleaned through machine wash which means they cannot be refreshed during the day without 
changing to a new protection. 

Many products on the market such as training devices, both independent and integrated in the protections, 
are moving from treating the symptoms of incontinence i.e. urine leakage, towards improving the wellness 
of the patient. 

2.6 Conclusions from chapter two
The competitors From a sustainable perspective, the relationship between the protections and the women’s 
wellbeing is rather complex. The most sustainable option would be to prevent incontinence from occuring 
LQ�WKH�¿UVW�SODFH��RU�VXSSRUWLQJ�WKH�ZRPHQ�WR�LPSURYH�WKHLU�FRQGLWLRQ��7KDW�ZRXOG�HQWDLO�OHVV�RU�QR�XVH�RI�
protections, and would therefore be the most environmentally friendly option. It would also be the best op-
tion for the women’s wellbeing, since they would not need to worry about leakages. From one perspective, 
using protections can decrease their motivation to improve and get rid of their incontinence. On the other 
hand, using protections enable the women to be active, which in turn supports a healthy lifestyle and helps 
WKHP�WR�FRSH�ZKLOH�WKH\�WUDLQ�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV��%\�QRW�XVLQJ�DQ\�SURWHFWLRQ�WKH�ULVN�RI�PHQWDO�
illness and inactivity could increase, which could lead to overweight which in turn often increases inconti-
nence. For now, a protection plays an important role in the women’s wellbeing and for some of them there 
is no treatment that will help for their condition. This entails that a good, more environmentally sustainable 
protection, could be a suitable solution.

Making reusable protections are concluded to have great potential to decrease the environmental impact 
compared to the single-use reference products. This implies that the focus for this thesis will be to develop 
reusable, or partly reusable, protections. In addition, the users attitudes towards making the reusable protec-
tions recyclable will be explored, since that is considered a possible scenario that would lower the impact 
further. 

The functionality of the protections is concluded to be of higher priority than if the protections are envi-
ronmentally sustainable, since it has a great impact on the user’s wellbeing. Therefore, the focus from this 
point will be to develop concepts of reusable protections - but with the focus on making the user experience 
of the protections and its effect on the wellbeing, as good as possible. 

A reusable protection needs to somehow be possible to refresh before using it again. All of the existing 
reusable incontinence protections found in the competitor analysis, used outside of the body, are washed 
in machine. To make the handling more convenient there is an opportunity in designing a protection that is 
possible to quickly fresh up during the day, without the need to change protection. Hence, the possibility to 
refresh something and use it directly again afterwards will be considered. 
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Chapter three 
 

Initial ideation to explore 
reusable strategies
 
This chapter describes the initial ideation where the area of preventing incontinence and different reusable 
strategies is explored.   
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3.1 Methodology 
The initial ideation was made because it was important to come up with conceptual ideas to make it easier 
for the workshop participants to imagine future designs of reusable protections and to understand what type 
of protection they could potentially like (Sanders & Stappers, 2016). The initial ideation consisted of an 
ideation session and a digital document where ideas that came up during the research phase were collected. 

First, the method Backcasting was used to identify what a desired future could look like and what role reus-
DEOH�SURWHFWLRQV�ZRXOG�KDYH�LQ�WKDW�IXWXUH��%DFNFDVWLQJ�LV�GHVFULEHG�E\�3HU�*UDQNYLVW���������DQG�WKH�¿UVW�
VWHS�LV�WR�GH¿QH�WKH�GHVLUHG�IXWXUH��VHH�$SSHQGL[����DQG�WKH�VHFRQG�WR�ZRUN�EDFNZDUGV�DQG�GH¿QH�WKH�VWHSV�
which need to be taken in order to reach that future, in relation to the current situation. 

The ideation session continued with a Brainstorming to explore the area in a broad way and get out of the 
box ideas. Brainstorming, described by Ericson, Törlind and Wikberg-Nilsson, (2015) and was used to 
quickly generate a large number of ideas where no criticism is allowed to establish a creative environment. 
The ideas from the digital box became a part of the brainstorming session where they were developed fur-
ther. 

:KHQ�WKH�LQLWLDO�LGHD�ÀRZ�VWRSSHG��%UDLQVWRUPLQJ�FDUGV�ZHUH�XVHG�E\�XVLQJ����FDUGV�WKH�%RDUG�RI�,QQRYD-
tion (2020) has created to inspire and drive creativity by the information on the cards. 

After this Analogies was use to gain inspiration from other successful solution of reusable products which 
also exist as single-use. Analogies is a method where inspiration from other solutions and areas are applied 
to the current issue (Board of innovation, 2020).

The ideation was built on the knowledge gained from the initial research and competitor analysis. Differ-
HQW�UHXVDEOH�VWUDWHJLHV�DQG�FOHDQLQJ�VWUDWHJLHV�ZHUH�LGHQWL¿HG�LQ�WKH�LGHDWLRQ��7KH�FOHDQLQJ�VWUDWHJLHV�IRFXV�
on ways beside to clean the protections by washing them in machine because most existing solutions are 
cleaned that way.  

 
 

Figure 27, Pictures from ideation.
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3.2 Ideas from initial ideation 
7KH�UHXVDEOH�DQG�FOHDQLQJ�VWUDWHJLHV�LGHQWL¿HG�GXULQJ�WKH�LQLWLDO�LGHDWLRQ�DUH�SUHVHQWHG�EHORZ�DQG�WKH�FRQ-
QHFWHG�LGHDV�LQ�¿JXUHV�������LQ�FKDSWHU����

3.2.1 Reusable strategies
 
Inside the urethra. Prevent leakage by plugging the urethra. 

Inside the vagina. Prevent leakage by having something inside the vagina that pushes on the bladder neck 
and hinder urine from leaving the bladder.

On the urethral meatus. Prevent leakage by having something covering the urethral meatus making the 
urine stay in the urethra.  

Reusable padcase or panty with cleanable absorbent sponge. Absorb the urine when it comes out of the 
urethra, by having something absorbing attached to- or inside the panty. The absorbent sponge or bot hthe 
padcase and absorbent sponge can be cleaned. 

5HXVDEOH�FDVH�ZLWK�UH¿OODEOH�DEVRUEHQW���Absorb the urine when it comes out of the urethra, by having 
VRPHWKLQJ�DEVRUELQJ�DWWDFKHG�WR��RU�LQVLGH�WKH�SDQW\��7KH�DEVRUEHQW�SDUW�FDQ�EH�WKURZQ�DZD\�DQG�UH¿OOHG��
while the case is cleanable.  

Padcase with the possiblity to empty the urine. Absorb the urine when it comes out of the urethra, by 
having something absorbing attached to- or inside the panty. The padcase can be emptied from urine.

3.2.2 Cleaning strategies 

Ɣ� Clean in sink. By rinse and wring out the whole or part of protection in the bathroom sink. Re-
quires access to sink.  

Ɣ� Wipe off with toilet paper ��:LSH�RII�XULQH�DQG�¿OO�LW�ZLWK�WRLOHW�SDSHU��5HTXLUHV�DFFHVV�WR�WRLOHW�
paper but not to sink. 

Ɣ� Clean with cleaning products such as wipes, towel or spray, Requires cleaning products to be 
brought but not access to sink. 

3.2.3 Related areas 

Ɣ� Bring along case. Reusable protections could potentially need a bag to be brought in and stored in 
when switching between different protections.

Ɣ� Service. Reusable protections could potentially be part of a larger system.
Ɣ� Community. Being able to connect with other people having incontinence can be important for the 

wellbeing.
Ɣ� Training.�7UDLQLQJ�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�FDQ�ORZHU�LQFRQWLQHQFH�SUREOHPV�DQG�LQ�WXUQ��WKH�ZHOO-

being of the user. Could it be combined with reusable protections?   
 

3.3 Conclusions from chapter three
7KH�LPSRUWDQW�RXWSXW�IURP�WKLV�SKDVH�LV�WKH�LGHDV�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�LGHQWL¿HG�UHXVDEOH�DQG�FOHDQLQJ�VWUDWHJLHV�
present in 3.3. These were to be explored during the workshop to understand what designs of reusable pro-
tections the users potentially would want to use, needs and attitudes connected to them and what they think 
is important when it comes to other areas related to incontinence.
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Chapter four 
Development and  
evaluation of ideas and  
reusable strategies 
 
This chapter describes the process of including users in exploring, developing and evaluating reusable and 
cleaning strategies and ideas through a sensitising workbook and a co-creation workshop. The insights 
gained from analysing the results from the process are presented in lists concerning needs, wishes and atti-
tudes to a reusable protection, personas, a user journey and a list of requirements and guidelines. 
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4.1 Methodology
4.1.1 Participants 
7R�¿QG�SDUWLFLSDQWV�IRU�WKH�VWXG\��WKH�UHFUXLWLQJ�FRPSDQ\�2ULJR�*URXS��ZZZ�RULJRJURXS�FRP��ZDV�HQOLVWHG�
WR�UHFUXLW�SHRSOH��$�VFUHHQHU��VHH�$SSHQGL[����ZDV�FUHDWHG�WR�¿QG�SHRSOH�ZKR�PDWFKHG�WKH�SUR¿OH�RI�GHVLUHG�
participants, as suggested by Sanders & Stappers (2016). The requirements for the participants were:

Ɣ� Female, 30-65 years.
Ɣ� Have light incontinence.
Ɣ� Currently using TENA Discreet Mini, TENA Discreet Normal or corresponding products from 

other brands, several times a week.
Ɣ� Be eco-conscious, to reach a motivated part of the target group. 
Ɣ� Live in Gothenburg.

Origo reached out to potential participants through telephone interviews, and the screening and recruiting 
process resulted in 12 participants. Seven of the participants were to participate in both the workbook and 
WKH�ZRUNVKRS�DQG�WKH�UHPDLQLQJ�¿YH��LQ�WKH�ZRUNERRN��$OO�RI�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�ZHUH�DOVR�UHFUXLWHG�WR�WDNH�
part in an evaluation survey later on in the process, which is presented in section 5.1. The recruited partic-
ipants were between 50-65 years. All of them were concerned about the environment and acted upon it in 
some way, some of them were involved in organizations working with environmental issues.  

4.1.2 Procedure of user incluion
7KH�VWXG\�ZDV�GHVLJQHG�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�PHWKRG�SDWK�RI�H[SUHVVLRQ��VHH�¿JXUH������,W�LV�D�PHWKRG�WKDW�FDQ�EH�
used to help people imagine and communicate their dreams, hopes and fears for the future through a four-
VWHS�SURFHGXUH��7KH�¿UVW�VWHS�LV�WR�VHQVLWLVH�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�E\�LPPHUVLQJ�WKHP�LQWR�WKHLU�FXUUHQW�H[SHUL-
HQFHV�DQG�WKH�VHFRQG�WR�PDNH�WKHP�UHÀHFW�XSRQ�WKHLU�PHPRULHV�DQG�SDVW�H[SHULHQFHV��7KH�WKLUG�VWHS�LV�WR�
VKDUH�SDVW�DQG�FXUUHQW�H[SHULHQFHV��7KH�WKUHH�¿UVW�VWHS�DUH�PDGH�WR�IDFLOLWDWH�WKH�ODVW�VWHS��ZKLFK�LV�WR�DFFHVV�
underlying values and needs, which becomes a basis for them to understand what they would wish for in 
future experiences (Sanders & Stappers, 2016). The path of expression was decided to be a suitable method 
because through including users in the process and facilitate them to imagine future needs regarding a reus-
able protection, the goal of developing concepts with high user acceptance had the possibility to be reached.  

 

Figure 28. Reconstruction of Path of Expression (Sanders & Stappers, 2016). 
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4.1.3 Sensitising workbook 

The workbook (see Appendix 4) was iterated several times, and pilot tested and evaluated with Essity 
HPSOR\HHV�DQG�WKH�¿QDO�YHUVLRQ�FRQVLVWHG�RI�¿YH�FKDSWHUV��,Q�WKH�¿UVW�FKDSWHU��WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�ZHUH�SRVHG�
questions about; what kind of protection they use, if they had considered the environmental impact of the 
SURWHFWLRQV��KRZ�VDWLV¿HG�WKH\�ZHUH�ZLWK�WKHP�DQG�RWKHU�TXHVWLRQV�FRQQHFWHG�WR�WKHLU�LQFRQWLQHQFH��,Q�WKH�
second part, they were to describe the different steps of their use of their current protections, from how they 
stored them to how they dispose of them. 

,Q�WKH�WKLUG�FKDSWHU��WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�ZHUH�WR�¿OO�LQ�WZR�8;�FXUYHV�FRQFHUQLQJ�WKHLU�H[SHULHQFHV��RQH�ZKHQ�
WKH\�XVH�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�LQ�SULYDWH�DQG�RQH�LQ�SXEOLF��7KH�8;�FXUYH�LV�D�PHWKRG�ZKHUH�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQW�GUDZV�
a curve to describe how the experiences with e.g. a product, evolve during the different stages in the use 
(Kujala, Roto, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, Karapanos and Sinnelä, 2011). 

In the fourth chapter, they were to complete a mind map, as described by Ericson, Törlind and Wik-
berg-Nilsson, 2015, about a future, reusable protection and a future, recyclable protection. The mind map 
was pre-designed and had questions concerning the future protections.

7KH�¿IWK�DQG�ODVW�FKDSWHU�ZDV�D�ORYH�OHWWHU�WR�D�IXWXUH�³GUHDP´�SURWHFWLRQ�ZKHUH�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�ZHUH�WR�
imagine their dream protection and write a love letter to it. This is a method which is described by Gerber 
(2012) and helps the participant to focus on the most meaningful situation in a relationship with their prod-
uct. 

The workbook was printed out and sent as a physical booklet to all the 12 participants, together with emoji 
VWLFNHUV�WKDW�WKH\�FRXOG�XVH�WR�GHVFULEH�WKHLU�IHHOLQJV��$OO�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�¿OOHG�WKH�ZRUNERRN�DQG�VHQW�LW�
EDFN�¿YH�GD\V�ODWHU��7KH�DQVZHUV�ZHUH�WKHQ�FRPSLOHG�WR�JHW�DQ�RYHUYLHZ��VHH�$SSHQGL[����

4.1.4 Co-creation workshop
As a preparation for the co-creation workshop, several guides and articles were studied to understand how 
to design the session in the best way possible. A workshop is a way to gather the collective creativity in 
order to explore possible future solutions and capture their attitudes, needs and ideas regarding a reusable 
protection (Ericson, Törlind and Wikberg-Nilsson 2015). The workshop was designed as a co-creation ses-
sion and the participants were approached as co-designers rather than only listen to their needs and wishes, 
even if that was an important deliverable of the workshop as well. By having users co-creating it is more 
likely that they will adopt the solution because they have been part of developing it and it will also result in 
gaining valuable information about all aspects of the design solution (Ideo Org, n.d.).

The arrangement of the session was iterated several times and discussed, pilot-tested and evaluated together 
with the supervisors from Chalmers and Essity. The co-creation workshop was held at Chalmers University. 
It was documented through sound recording and by collecting and photographing the produced material. 

Figure 29. A few pages from the workbook.
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7KH�ZKROH�VHVVLRQ�ZDV�SHUIRUPHG�LQ�¿YH�SDUWV�

Fika (30 min). The purpose of the initial Fika was to welcome the participants and make acquaintances. 
7KH�DOVR�¿OOHG�LQ�D�FRQVHQW�IRUP��

Introduction (10 min). The purpose was to introduce the participants to the topic for the workshop and to 
present the arrangement of the session. The introduction, and the rest of the information during the work-
shop, were presented verbally and through a powerpoint presentation. 

Exercise 1 - Brainstorming (20min). To quickly generate ideas the ideation method brainstorming as 
described by Ericson, Törlind and Wikberg-Nilsson (2015) was used with the purpose was to capture the 
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶�LQLWLDO�WKRXJKWV�DQG�LGHDV�DERXW�WKH�VXEMHFW��ZLWKRXW�WKHP�LQÀXHQFLQJ�HDFK�RWKHU��2QH�DW�D�WLPH��
some questions or statements (see Appendix 6) were read out loud and they had one minute to write down 
their thoughts and ideas on post-it notes. After each question, the notes were discussed in the group and 
additional comments were written down on new post-it notes. An important rule was that criticism was not 
accepted in order to create a more open and creative environment. 

Exercise 2 - Analogies (20 min). 
To identify features from other successful solutions in other areas and apply them on a reusable protection, 
analogies were used (Board of innovation, 2020). The participants got to work together and use analogies 
to apply good qualities from reusable products from other areas, on a reusable incontinence protection. The 
participants had gotten an assignment to bring a reusable product that they like, and present it in front of the 
group. After they had presented, some more reusable products from other areas were given as inspiration.
7KH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�ZHUH�WKHQ�GLYLGHG�LQWR�WKUHH�JURXSV�DQG�JRW�¿YH�PLQXWHV�WR�WU\�WR�FRPH�XS�ZLWK�D�UHXVDEOH�
protection using analogies from the products that they had brought themselves, and from the other products 
for inspiration. In the end, they presented their result in front of the group with the purpose to share their 
ideas and inspire the others.

Exercise 3 - Into the future (50 min). The purpose of the last exercise was to understand what needs 
and requirements are connected to a reusable protection as well as make the participants come up with 
WKHLU�RZQ�LGHDV��7KH�SXUSRVH�ZDV�DOVR�WR�HYDOXDWH�WKH�GLIIHUHQW�LGHDV��VHH�¿JXUHV�������DQG�$SSHQGL[���
for cards) and reusable strategies that were developed during the initial ideation, to see which ideas that 
would have high potential to be accepted by future users and to collect information and ideas regarding the 
other reusable strategies. To perform the exercise, a make-toolkit was used. A make-toolkit is a generative 
technique used to help people express their feelings and thoughts by making things, (Sanders & Stappers, 
2016).  The make-toolkit consisted of pictures and descriptions of the ideas, statements about the reusable 
VWUDWHJLHV��ZKHUH�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�ZHUH�WR�LQ�WKHLU�DQVZHU��DQG�EODQN�QRWHV�IRU�WKHP�WR�¿OO�LQ�WKHLU�RZQ�LGHDV��
Everything was printed on small notes and the assignment was to place all the notes on the backdrop, where 
they were to rank which ideas/statements they liked the least, and the most. The participants were divided 
into two groups and they discussed each note and then placed it on the backdrop.

Figure 30. Brainstorming at workshop.
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4.1.5 Analysis and compilation 
To compile and gain insights from all data from the workbook and the co-creation workshop, a KJ-analysis 
(Bligård, 2015) was conducted. The sound recordings from the workshop were transcribed and the data 
was sorted out and put on digital notes and then organized into themes. The themes were divided into the 
UHXVDEOH�DQG�FOHDQLQJ�VWUDWHJLHV��GH¿QHG�HDUOLHU�LQ�WKH�SURFHVV��DORQJ�ZLWK�WKH�XVHUV�WKRXJKWV�DERXW�H[LVWLQJ�
VROXWLRQV�DQG�SRVVLEOH�EHQH¿WV��LVVXHV�DQG�DWWLWXGHV�WRZDUGV�D�IXWXUH�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQ��7KH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�
were then analysed and the results and insights can be found in section 4.2. 

In addition, the important use-requirements and guidelines found were formulated in a list, see section 
4.2.7. A use-requirement describes the requirement the users, and surroundings have on the product and 
guidelines describe information which should guide the design (Bligård 2015). The list was made to keep 
in mind during the concept development and as a recommendation to help future development to not forget 
LPSRUWDQW�DVSHFWV��%HFDXVH�RI�WKH�FRQFHSWXDO�OHYHO�RI�WKH�UHVXOW��WKH�OLVW�VKRXOG�EH�FRQVLGHUHG�DV�D�¿UVW�GUDIW��
rather than as a complete requirements- and guidelines list. 

Three Personas (seePérez-Montoro and Codina,2017) representing different customer segments in the target 
group were created to be able to make decisions based on their different needs and wishes.  

From the insights from the KJ-analysis, a user journey was made to better understand how the users ex-
perience each step in the interaction with the current protections, and to capture the holistic experience. A 
user journey is a path showing all steps of the use and how the user experience them (Ericson, Törlind and 
Wikberg-Nilsson, 2015). The user journey was also used later on in the process, as a reference when doing 
QHZ�XVHU�MRXUQH\V�IRU�WKH�¿QDO�FRQFHSWV��

Figure 31. Into the future at workshop.
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4.2 Insights from user inclusion
In this section, the results and insights from the KJ-analysis are summarised connected to the different areas 
LGHQWL¿HG��,W�LQFOXGHV�KRZ�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�DUH�H[SHULHQFLQJ�WKH�FXUUHQW�VLWXDWLRQ�RI�OLYLQJ�ZLWK�LQFRQWL-
nence, what needs and attitudes are connected to reusable protections and the participants opinions on the 
ideas connected to the reusable strategies and cleaning strategies. The chapter also concerns their opinions 
on the reusable protections that exist today and some additional questions connected to incontinence and 
ZHOOEHLQJ�DQG�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOH�WUDLQLQJ��

Three personas and a user journey for the reference products are also presented, followed by a requirement 
DQG�JXLGHOLQHV�OLVW�WKDW�VXPPDUL]HV�DOO�WKH�UHTXLUHPHQWV�DQG�JXLGHOLQHV�LGHQWL¿HG��7KH�FRQFOXVLRQV�IURP�WKH�
result and insights can be found in section 4.3, and create the basis for the concepts described in chapter 5. 

4.2.1 Current user situation
This section includes the participants’ feelings and thoughts connected their experiences of the current sin-
gle-use protections and living with incontinence.

Use and experiences of current pads
Ɣ� 0RVW�RI�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�ZHUH�VDWLV¿HG�ZLWK�WKHLU�SDGV�DQG�WKRXJKW�WKH\�PHW�WKHLU�QHHGV��EXW�VRPH-

times the protections are not absorbent enough when they leak more than usual. 
Ɣ� Think it is easy to apply their pads.
Ɣ� The pads sometimes chafe, rolls together during usage and the glue destroys clothes. 
Ɣ� Many of them wrap their used pads in toilet paper and throw in the trash, or in the sanitary bin if 

that is available. 
Ɣ� Worry about someone noticing their used pad in the trash bin.

Having incontinence
Ɣ� Their leakage varies depending on their health condition and they usually know when the leakage 

increases, because it is often due to colds and periods of cough.
Ɣ� 7KH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�KDYH�WULHG�GLIIHUHQW�SURWHFWLRQV�WR�¿QG�WKH�RQHV�WKDW�VXLW�WKHP��
Ɣ� It is important not to blame people with incontinence, a lot of shame and guilt is already connected 

to the issue. 
Ɣ� To get rid of the taboo about talking about incontinence in desired.  
Ɣ� When travelling long distances, they want to know where the next toilet is to be able to plan when 

they can change their pad. Some use the toilet very often “just in case”. 
Ɣ� The current pads provide the opportunity to live a normal life in almost all occasions and situations. 
Ɣ� The pads are not as discreet as they want them to be, especially when they work out, wear tight 

clothes and are at the beach. 

4.2.2 Needs and attitudes
This section includes the participants’ attitudes towards reusable and recyclable protections, what they think 
is positive with reusable protections, followed by necessary properties that reusable protections should have 
WR�KDYH�WR�IXO¿O�WKH�XVHUV¶�QHHGV��

Attitudes towards the environmental aspects of reusable or recyclable protections

Ɣ� Reusable protections need to be as good as the protections they are using today, environmental 
friendliness does not vanquish function and comfort. 

Ɣ� Five of the participants have considered the environmental impact of their current pads, seven have 
not.

Ɣ� Most of the participants think that the pads they use today are not very environmentally friendly. 
Ɣ� Would like to recycle the plastic and packaging. 
Ɣ� Want to recycle by sorting and throwing it in the regular waste station. They are critical towards 

sorting the pads out in their household bin because then everyone in their household will notice that 
there is a separate bin for incontinence protections.

Ɣ� Positive towards using reused material in future protections if the materials are quality checked.
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Positive aspects and potentials with reusable protections compared to single-use pads:

Ɣ� Environmentally friendly and less waste of resources which contributes to a circular society.
Ɣ� /RZ�FRVW�SHU�XVH��ZKLFK�FDQ�PDNH�LW�HFRQRPLFDOO\�EHQH¿FLDO��,W�DOVR�HQDEOHV�WKHP�WR�EH�DIIRUGDEOH�

even if they are more expensive per protection. This could enable it to be more affordable with for 
example individual adaptation which otherwise can be expensive. 

Ɣ� Needs to be bought less often.
Ɣ� Less waste to handle.
Ɣ� Easier to use in public because they do not need to worry about someone noticing dirty protections 

in the trash bin.  
Ɣ� 1R�QHHG�WR�FDUU\�DORQJ�DQG�UH¿OO�VLQJOH�XVH�SURWHFWLRQV�LQ�WKH�KDQGEDJ�HYHU\�GD\��

Necessary properties of reusable protections: 

Protect from leakage. The most important thing is that it protects from leakage. It should feel safe even 
during large movements and it should not rewet once the urine is absorbed.

Convenient and simple to handle, use and clean. Since a reusable protection needs to be cleaned it adds 
steps in the handling compared to a single-use pads, This makes it very important that the added steps not 
become too complicated and inconvenient. The participants expressed that they are willing to spend a little, 
but not much more effort just because a reusable protection is more environmentally friendly, the incentive 
is not enough. They do not want the handling to require any extra stuff such as a cleaning gel. It needs to be 
easy and intuitive to handle and use.

Be discreet. To achieve discretion the protection needs to be thin, not bulky, to not show through clothes; 
and not be perceived as a protection for incontinence by others. It also needs to be possible to purchase and 
be handled with discretion to lower the risk of someone noticing it. Except for preventing leakage, discre-
tion is the highest priority for the users.

Ensure integrity and privacy. The protection needs to enable to continue with everyday life and be sure 
the leakage not intrudes and not violate personal integrity. This plays an part in supporting the wellbeing. 

Comfortable. The protection needs to be comfortable and not chafe when doing all kinds of activities. 

Possible to fresh up during the day. The protection needs to be possible to fresh up during the day, to be 
experienced as fresh, hygienic and convenient as the single-use pads. It is important to be able to be sure 
that the protection and the bathroom is clean after the cleaning. It is important that no one can notice that 
they have been cleaning their protection.

Be hygienic and easy to know if it is clean enough or smells. It needs to be easy to know if the protection 
needs to be cleaned to be and feel fresh and hygienic.

Kind to the skin. The protection needs to be kind to the skin, meaning it should be dermatologically tested, 
hygienic, keep the skin dry and breathable. This is important to make the user feel safe when using the 
product and to avoid irritated skin. 

Possible to use directly after cleaning. If there are parts of a reusable protection that can be cleaned in the 
sink they need to be possible to use directly after cleaning. This could be by it being dry quickly for exam-
ple. Otherwise they would need to carry their used one with them which would be inconvenient. 

Adaptable. The protection should be adaptable when it comes to placement in the panty and absorbency 
level so it is possible to modify it depending individual needs. The protections colour and style should pref-
erably be possible to choose and adapt for the individual needs. 

Provide case for used protection to bring along. A case to be able to bring along used protections is need-
ed. The bring along case needs to be easy to clean, discrete, not look like a case for incontinence pads, be 
leakage and odour proof and be environmentally friendly. It is important that the bring along the case can 
be carried without anyone noticing that they are carrying a case for incontinence protections. 
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4.2.3 Reusable Strategies
In this section, the ideas connected to the reusable strategies can be found, together with the participants’ 
opinions towards the strategy as a whole and in relation to each idea. The reusable strategies are, as present-
ed in chapter 3; Inside the urethra, Inside the vagina, On the urethral meatus, 5HXVDEOH�FDVH�ZLWK�UH¿OODEOH�
absorbent, Reusable padcase or panty with absorbent sponge and padcase with the possiblity to empty the 
urine. In addition, some other ideas to prevent incontinence are presented together with the participants’ 
attitudes towards them.

Inside the urethra
  

Ɣ� Negative towards the idea of   having something in the urethra, because it is a narrow and sensitive 
area.

Ɣ� Worried about infections and that it must be sterile. 
Ɣ� Worried about if they could do it themselves or if they would need a doctor to insert the protection.
Ɣ� A high threshold for initial use because they had not tried anything similar before.
Ɣ� Having something inside the urethra was connected with a higher degree of disability and illness. 

Figure 32. A small plug to insert in the 
urethra. The plug can easily be removed 
before peeing and put back afterwards.

Figure 33. A small plug to insert in the 
urethra. The plug can easily be removed 
before peeing and put back afterwards.
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Inside the vagina 

Ɣ� Worries that it would not be safe enough to protect from leakage, especially when doing big move-
ments.

Ɣ� Worries that it might hinder their ability to move freely.
Ɣ� Negative towards having something inserted into the vagina if it is not necessary, mostly due to dry 

mucous membranes.  
Dry mucous membranes might not be as big of an issue for younger women which means that a protec-
tion for the vagina might have a higher potential to be accepted by them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 35.�6RIW�DQG�ÀH[LEOH�F\OLQGHU�WKDW�
sits in the vagina and prevents leakage by 
pressing against the bladder neck. Cleaned 
in the sink and sterilized once a month 
through boiling it. 

Figure 34. Small reusable silicone pro-
tection to insert into the vagina. Prevents 
leakage by pushing against the bladder 
neck. Needs to be changed once a month. 
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On the urethral meatus

Ɣ� Positive response because it has the potential to be very discreet and simple.
Ɣ� Uncertainty whether it would hold tight and not leak.
Ɣ� Not sure what it will be and feel like when moving around. 
Ɣ� One participant expressed: “It is often when you do the big movements that you leak”.
Ɣ� Far from their current protection.
Ɣ� Might work without doctor’s assistance, which is desirable.

A container outside the urethral meatus attached as a tampon, shaped as an L
Ɣ� Not appreciated to have something in the vagina due to dry mucous membranes.

A cream that plugs the urethral meatus 
Ɣ� The participants liked it because they thought it would be convenient to have something as small, 

simple and smooth as a cream.
Ɣ� Liked that it is far from what their current protections function and look like. 
Ɣ� Worried about if the cream would smear or get stuck in pubic hair.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 37. A cream that is applied to the urethral meatus that stiffens and creates a plug. The 

plug can endure small amount of leakages. When peeing, the plug drops into the toilet. 

Figure 36. L-shaped protection which is inserted into the vagina. The part of the pro-
tection that is outside the urethral meatus captures the urine and collects it inside the 
hollow L-shape. 
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9L\ZHISL�JHZL�^P[O�YLÄSSHISL�HIZVYILU[�

Ɣ� $�UH¿OODEOH�DEVRUEHQW�ZRXOG�DGG�D�VWHS�LQ�WKH�KDQGOLQJ�ZKLFK�LV�QRW�GHVLUHG��
Ɣ� Thought it would be a big part to throw away which was considered wasteful and created worries 

about it getting noticed or smelling in the trash.
Ɣ� Would need extra stuff to bring with them which is not desired. 

A pocket in the panties, with place for a small absorbent pillow
Ɣ� Positive attitude towards the idea.  
Ɣ� Would prefer to be able to throw the pillow in the compost because if it was made of biodegradable 

materials it would not feel as wasteful.
Ɣ� Would like it even more if the absorbent would be some type of reusable sponge. 

A reusable pad-case for a small absorbent pillow
Ɣ� Liked the idea with an absorbent pillow but would prefer if it would be combined with their pant-

ies. 
Ɣ� 1HJDWLYH�WRZDUGV�KDYLQJ�WR�RSHQ�WKH�FDVH�DQG�SXOO�RXW�WKH�SLOORZ�VLQFH�LW�FRXOG�EH�¿GGO\�

Figure 39. Reusable pad-case with small absorbent pillow to throw away and 
re!ll with a new one.

Figure 38. Panty with a cleanable textile-mesh and a small absorbent pillow to 
WKURZ�DZD\��DQG�UH¿OO�ZLWK�D�QHZ�RQH� 
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$UHXVDEOH�SDG�ZLWK�UH¿OODEOH�JHO�DEVRUEHQW
Ɣ� Would like to be able to throw the absorbent gel in the toilet so they would not have to worry that it 

could be seen by someone else in the trash bin.
Ɣ� 1HJDWLYH�WRZDUGV�QHHGLQJ�WR�UH¿OO�WKH�JHO�EHFDXVH�LW�DGGV�D�VWHS�LQ�WKH�KDQGOLQJ��
Ɣ� :RXOG�OLNH�WR�KDYH�D�SLSHWWH�ZLWK�SRUWLRQV�WR�UH¿OO�WKH�DEVRUEHQW�JHO�LQWR�WKH�SDG��

A reusable pad-case for absorbent toilet paper
Ɣ� Liked the convenience since toilet paper always is available at bathrooms.  
Ɣ� Concerned about if the toilet paper is malleable enough, would make the pad bulky and would not 

keep away odours or absorb the urine effectively.
Ɣ� Would prefer an absorbent powder or gel over toilet paper.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Padcase with the possiblity to empty the urine
Ɣ� Worried that the urine would splash on themselves and the surroundings because of the viscosity. 
Ɣ� Wanted the urine to be mixed with something absorbing to make it more solid to make it stay in the 

pad and don’t leak. 
Ɣ� )HHOV�LQFRQYHQLHQW�WR�¿OO�ZLWK�VRPHWKLQJ��
Ɣ� Liked that the cover could be used immediately again after the urine is rinsed out. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 40.�5HXVDEOH�SDG�FDVH�ZLWK�DEVRUEHQW�JHO�WR�WKURZ�DZD\�DQG�UH¿OO���

Figure 41.�5HXVDEOH�SDG�FDVH�ZLWK�WRLOHW�SDSHU�WR�WKURZ�DZD\�DQG�UH¿OO�

Figure 42. Reusable pad-case that collects the urine in a small compartment. 
The urine can be emptied into the toilet by pressing on the pad.case.
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Reusable padcase or panty with cleanable absorbent sponge

Ɣ� Favoured these ideas. 
Ɣ� Positive attitude towards using a cleanable absorbent since they felt that they would be able to freshen 

it up during the day. 
Ɣ� Positive towards silicone as a material in the protection because of it being experienced as easy to 

clean, but there were concerns about the breathability and how warm it would be. 
Ɣ� The absorbent material could come in different sizes to use for different occasions. 
Ɣ� Prefer to have the absorbent combined with their panties rather than in a pad due to it being more con-

venient and fewer things to handle.
Ɣ� Liked the idea that the absorbent would dry quickly after rinsing and be ready to use directly. 
Ɣ� This was similar to one of their own ideas and therefore it is close to their mental model of how a reus-

able protection could function. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other strategies 
Ɣ� Did not like an idea to add hormones to the body to affect the function of the bladder and there was 

a general resistance to tamper with the body’s hormones.
Ɣ� There was a positive attitude to a moulded and personalized protection, which was one of their own 

ideas that they mentioned several times.
Ɣ� 3RVLWLYH�DWWLWXGH�WRZDUGV�XVLQJ�HOHFWULFDO�VLJQDOV�WR�DFWLYDWH�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�DQG�EODGGHU��

they came with this idea themselves. 
Ɣ� Positive towards pants that absorbs urine and removes odours but worried about if the pants would 

stay totally dry. 
Ɣ� Using the urine to cultivate plants in their own garden was something that they were positive to-

wards. However, it was discussed more as a fun idea. 

4.2.4 Cleaning strategies 
7KLV�VHFWLRQ�FRQFHUQ�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV¶�RSLQLRQV�WRZDUGV�WKH�GLIIHUHQW�FOHDQLQJ�VWUDWHJLHV�GH¿QHG�LQ�FKDSWHU�
three.

To clean in the sink
Ɣ� Thought it would be easy and convenient to clean the protection in the sink and also came as their 

own idea.
Ɣ� It was desired that the protection or absorbent should dry quickly if it needs to be wrung out, to get 

rid of the water. 
Ɣ� Could be an issue with public toilets that do not have a private sink. 
Ɣ� Positive towards rinsing it in the sink by using hot water and soap because they felt that it would 

become clean enough.
Ɣ� Wanted to be able to leave the bathroom in a clean condition and so that no one can notice that they 

have rinsed it in the sink.

Figure 43. Reusable padcase or panty with a textile-mesh with place for an 
absorbent. The absorbent can be cleaned in the sink and dries quickly to be 
able to put it back again. 
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To clean with cleaning products such as wipes, towel or spray 
Ɣ� All negative to have to carry something extra with them, their handbags are already full.

Wipe off with toilet paper
Ɣ� All were negative towards it, they were worried that it would not get rid of the smell of urine.

4.2.5 Existing reusable solutions for incontinence
This section includes the participants’ thoughts and feelings towards the reusable textile pads and panties 
that exist today.

Reusable panties  
Ɣ� Some were very positive towards the reusable panty and some more negative.
Ɣ� Thought it would be easy.
Ɣ� Did not think it would be laboursome to machine wash it.
Ɣ� Did not like to need to buy a whole new panty wardrobe.
Ɣ� Did not like to stop wearing their own choice of panties. To be able to wear their own choice of 

panties makes them feel free to live their life as they want and be independent. 
Ɣ� Worries about how many times they can be used before they do not absorb and encapsulate odour 

anymore. 
Ɣ� Thought it will be a different kind of wear and tear compared to regular panties.
Ɣ� Felt that it would be inconvenient to not be able to refresh it during the day. If they would want to 

change protection they would need to bring a new pair of panties.
Ɣ� Comments from participants: 

“The panty protection you have today makes you feel dry and fresh but if you have a pair of panties that 
you have peed in, it doesn’t feel like that fabric would keep being dry and fresh.”

“I have noticed that urine can settle in textiles if it is not soaked in water or cleaned right away.”

Reusable textile pads 
Ɣ� Everyone was negative toward them.
Ɣ� Think it would be more indiscreet and thick than their current single-use pads. 
Ɣ� Concerned that they would smell. 
Ɣ� Thought it would be inconvenient and were concerned about how it would be to bring along a used 

pad. 

4.2.6 Related areas 
In this section, the participants’ opinions on wearing reusable protections for different occasions, pelvic 
ÀRRU�WUDLQLQJ�DQG�SRVVLEO\�LQFOXGLQJ�D�VHQVRU�LQWR�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�DUH�SUHVHQWHG� 
 
+PɈLYLU[�VJJHZPVUZ

Ɣ� The participants wanted a protection that works for all occasions or/and to have different sizes of 
absorbents sponges/cloths but not several protections for different occasions. 

*OHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ�[OH[�HYL�PTWVY[HU[�MVY�KPɈLYLU[�VJJHZPVUZ!

On trips
Ɣ� The protections need to have good absorbency due to not knowing when the next time to change 

protection appears. 
Ɣ� It must be easy to use and easy to change protection.
Ɣ� 7KH�SDFNDJLQJ�VKRXOG�EH�ÀH[LEOH�DQG�VPDOO�WR�EH�HDV\�WR�EULQJ�DORQJ�

During exercise
Ɣ� ,W�PXVW�EH�ÀH[LEOH�DQG�QRW�KLQGHU�WKHLU�DELOLW\�WR�PRYH�
Ɣ� Be and feel very safe since big movements can result in leakage.

At parties or social event
Ɣ� It must be odour proof.
It must be thin and discreet to not show through clothes. 
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3HOYLF�ÀRRU�H[HUFLVHV�
Ɣ� 7KH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�RIWHQ�IRUJHW�WR�WUDLQ�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�EHFDXVH�WKH\�WKLQN�LW�LV�KDUG�WR�UH-

member and would like to have something that reminds them to do it and to make it a habit. 
Ɣ� Several of the participants exercise regularly or occasionally. 
Ɣ� Motivation to train could be if it was more fun, to get a treat or award and getting a better sex-life.

Sensor assistant as a possible add-on to the product
Ɣ� 3RVLWLYH�DWWLWXGH�WRZDUGV�KDYLQJ�D�VHQVRU�WR�KHOS�WKHP�ZLWK�H�J��SHOYLF�ÀRRU�H[HUFLVHV�
Ɣ� Uncertain about if it would be an unnecessary and expensive add-on.
Ɣ� They know when they need to change protection by themselves and do not think they need any 

indication to remind them.
Ɣ� Features which they would like an assistant to have are; tell if there is a strong odour, visual guid-

DQFH�IRU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�WUDLQLQJ�DQG�VWDWLVWLFV�RQ�WKH�DPRXQW�RI�OHDNDJH�SHU�GD\�DQG�LI�WKH\�FRXOG�ZHDU�
a thinner pad. 

4.2.5 Personas 
This section describes the three personas, Sandra, Elsa and Marianne, covering different parts of the cus-
tomer segment. 

Sandra.
Age: 34 years.

Social status: Married with 1 kid.

Has had incontinence for: 6 months.

Occupation: Work as a management consultant focusing on sustainability.

Personality: Active, social, works out at a lot, likes to
be open about things and to look good and stylish.

Needs concerning wellbeing: 
Sandra likes when she does not need to think or worry about her inconti-
nence. She wants her protection to be comfortable to wear and at the same 
time so thin to not show through her clothes. She wants to be free in her 
choice of clothing because she enjoys being stylish.  

Needs concerning the environment: 
Sandra cares and worries a lot about the environment and has no problem to put effort into being more 
environmentally friendly. She has used a menstrual cup since she was young and would love to have a 
UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQ�WKDW�IXO¿OV�KHU�RWKHU�QHHGV�DV�ZHOO��6KH�UHDOO\�GLVOLNHV�WKH�WUDVK�KHU�LQFRQWLQHQFH�FUHDWHV��
It makes her feel bad about the environmental impact it creates and she worries about someone noticing it 
in the bin. 

Bladder leakage curve showing the variety of leakage during two weeks:
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Elsa. 
Age: 57 år

Social status: Married, 4 grown up kids.

Has had incontinence for: 20 years.

Occupation: Works as an engineer with infrastructure.

Personality: 
Pragmatic and has a lot of plans. She is a do-it-yourself person and always has a 
new project going on at home.

Needs concerning wellbeing: 
Elsa does not like to talk about her incontinence but is not very concerned about 
SHRSOH�¿QGLQJ�RXW��6KH�OLYHV�D�EXV\�OLIH�DQG�QHHGV�KHU�SURWHFWLRQ�WKDW�HQDEOHV�
KHU�OLIH�WR�ÀRZ�VPRRWKO\��,W�LV�LPSRUWDQW�IRU�KHU�WR�EH�VXUH�WKDW�KHU�SURWHFWLRQV�
are hygienic.   

Needs concerning the environment: 
Elsas’ kids have made her more aware of how her choices affect the environment and she tries to act more 
environmentally friendly. She would like a more environmentally sustainable protection but it is important 
that it feels familiar and does not make her worry about it being hygenic. 

Bladder leakage curve showing the variety of leakage during two weeks:
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Marianne.
Age: 45 years.

Social status: Divorced, 2 kids.

Has had incontinence for: 3 years. 

Occupation: Works as an architect.

Personality: Structured, worried, caring and down to earth. Likes to read 
and being out in nature. 

Needs concerning wellbeing:
She is nervous about what other people think about her incontinence. It 
is very important that her protection does not leak, smell or show. Her 
leakage varies a lot, especially when she has a cold. Sometimes she needs a 
more absorbent protection when she is out on a hike and feels uncomforta-
ble to change out in nature. 

Needs concerning the environment: 
She lives close to nature and would appreciate if she felt that her protection would be a part of a circular 
system. She has no problem with paying more for a sustainable protection but she would not use a protec-
tion that would increase the risk of someone noticing her having incontinence. 
 

Bladder leakage curve showing the variety of leakage during two weeks:
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Sandra’s journey with the reference product 
 
Start leaking urine 
She notices that she has started to leak a few drops 
every day since she gave birth to her child. 

Purchase pads
She searches for information online and decides to go 
for single-use pads. She purchases the pads online and 
get them delivered to a delivery point, or goes to a store 
to buy them. When she gets home she unpacks the pads.

Store pads
She stores them at home in a hidden place and brings 
them along in a small case, or solely in their single 
wraps, in her handbag.

4.2.6 User journey for the reference pads
In this section, the user journey for the reference pads is presented, including the 
actions and experiences connected to each step in the interaction with the pads. 

“Oh, I have a urinary leakage and I need a 
protection.”

“It is hard to know which pads I should buy. 
I do not know which ones would suit my 
amount of leakage best.”

“I need to use pads every day and it becomes 
very expensive.”

“I worry about someone noticing me buying 
incontinence pads in the store and when I 
bring them home. Sometimes I buy pads for 
menstruation just to avoid feeling embar-
rassed.”

“I try to store the pads where no one can no-
tice them at home. When I bring them along 
I often keep them in a small case, so no one 
can notice that I have them in my handbag.”

“It always have so many things in my hand-
EDJ�DQG�,�KDYH�WR�UHPHPEHU�WR�UH¿OO�ZLWK�
new pads.”

Figure 44. Illustration of the Sandras journey.
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Put on pads
She put on the pad by attaching it to her panties with the 
glue on the backside and throw away the release paper.

Wear pad 
She wears the pads in daily life, at work, during work-
outs and when travelling and sometimes when sleeping.

Change pad 
6KH�GHFLGHV�WKDW�VKH�QHHGV�WR�FKDQJH��¿QGV�D�EDWKURRP�
and brings the pad. She applies a new pad and throws 
away the old one wrapped in the new one’s plastic cover 
or bring it with her to throw somewhere else later. She 
applies a new pad and cleans her hands and leaves the 
bathroom.

 
 

“I think it is easy to apply the protection. In 
the beginning, it was a little hard to know 
what was the front and back of the pad.”

 
 “I sorry about others noticing me wearing 
the pads, especially when I have tight clothes 
on, which I wear less often nowadays. I use 
thinner pads than I need because they are 
more discreet. I make it work by changing 
protection more often instead.”

“My physiotherapist tells me to not use 
protection at home because she thinks it does 
QRW�PRWLYDWH�PH�WR�GR�P\�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�DQG�
bladder exercises...She is probably right but I 
do not want to risk leaking and I just want to 
be able to not worry about it.” 
 

“I feel fresh when I put on a new pad!”

“All the waste my protection creates makes 
me sad. I know it is bad for the environment 
but at the same time, I need to be able to live 
my life.” 
 
“I often worry about someone coming into 
the bathroom after me and noticing, or even 
worse, smelling my used protection in the 
trash bin.” 
 
“Sometimes when there is no suitable trash 
bin I take the protection with me, but then I 
worry that it will smell or leak in my hand-
bag.”
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4.2.7 Requirements and guidelines list
7KH�UHTXLUHPHQWV�DQG�JXLGHOLQHV�LGHQWL¿HG�LQ�WKH�SURFHVV�DUH�VXPPDULVHG�LQ�D�OLVW�WKDW�FDQ�EH�IRXQG�LQ�$S-
pendix 7. The requirements and guidelines are divided into subgroups based on if they are concerning the 
functionality, user experience, sustainability of the protection or add- ons to it. The requirement and guide-
lines are ranked on a scale from 1 to 5 on how important they are, where 5 if most important. 

4.3 Conclusions from chapter four
4.3.1 Attitudes and needs 
Motivators to start using reusable protections are that it could more sustainable, economical and convenient 
because it needs to be purchased fewer times and creates less waste than using single-use pads. 

The most important needs and aspects to consider when developing a reusable protection, concerning the 
user acceptance of a reusable protection, can be divided into four areas:

Feel and be fresh, which means to be hygienic, dry and odourless, both during use and handling. An im-
SRUWDQW�GHVLUHG�IHDWXUH�ZH�LGHQWL¿HG�ZDV�WKDW�IRU�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQV�WR�EH�SHUFHLYHG�DV�IUHVK�DV�VLQJOH�XVH�
pads, they needed to somehow be possible to fresh up during the day.

Easy to handle and intuitive to use. It needs to be easy to clean and to know that it is correctly done. If the 
protection can be refreshed, it needs to be possible to use directly again afterwards. The protection should 
be easy to bring along when it is not used and not require any extra stuff.  If the daily handling become 
more laboursome it needs to be compensated by bringing additional value or require less effort in other 
parts of the handling.

Feel and be safe. The protection needs to feel and be safe when it comes to prevent leakage, even during 
large movements and it should not rewet once the urine is absorbed.. The protection also needs to keeps 
skin healthy and hinder odour. 

Be discreet and ensure integrity. The protection needs to enable to continue with everyday life and be sure 
the leakage not intrudes and not violate personal integrity. To achieve discretion the protection needs to 
be comfortable; thin to not show through clothes; and not be perceived as a protection for incontinence by 
others. It also needs to be possible to purchase and be handled with discretion to lower the risk of someone 
noticing it. Except for preventing leakage, discretion is the highest priority for the users.

Feel and be Fresh           Easy to handle            Feel and be Safe         Feel and be Discreet
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4.3.2 Ideas taken forward
Ideas on reusable protections that will be taken further in the strategy of reusable padcase or panty with 
cleanable absorbent sponge and a padcase which is possible to rinse out the urine from.

A reusable protection to have on the urethral meatus, inspired from “the cream”, will be taken forward but 
on a more futuristic level because it’s very far from todays protection and is a very unexplored area and 
PDQ\�LVVXHV�FRQFHUQLQJ�VDIHW\�DQG�K\JLHQH�ZHUH�LGHQWL¿HG��

The rest of the ideas of a reusable protection will not be taken further.

The cleaning strategy that will be taken further is to rinse the absorbent in the sink and wring it out to dry, 
because it is a way to clean the protection which does not require machine washing which makes it differ-
entiate itself more compared to existing reusable solutions. 

Add-ons such as an app, a sensor or a service to give guidance about training and statistics of amount of 
leakages and work against taboo will be considered on a highly conceptual level but because it’s outside the 
scope it will not be in focus. Something to decrease the taboo around incontinence and create community 
among women having incontinence were seen as having potential to support a sustainable life for the wom-
en and would also be further considered. 
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*OHW[LY�Ä]L

Development and evalua-
tion of concepts
7KLV�FKDSWHU�GHVFULEHV�WKH�SURFHVV�WR�GHYHORS�DQG�HYDOXDWH�WKH�FRQFHSWV�RI�¿YH�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQV��,W�
includes a description and development of the concepts, testing of functional models, evaluations with 
users and experts and the collected insights. The insights are presented in challenges, potentials and user 
RSLQLRQV��ERWK�FRQFHUQLQJ�DOO�FRQFHSWV�DQG�PRUH�VSHFL¿F�RQHV�FRQQHFWHG�WR�HDFK�FRQFHSW��7KH�FKDSWHU�
concludes which three concepts to select for further development. At last, a futuristic concept and add-on 
features to contribute to the users’ wellbeing are presented. 
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5.1. Methodology 
5.1.1 Development of concepts
Concepts were formulated by putting the earlier ideas and insights together and by discussing solutions to 
WKH�LGHQWL¿HG�FKDOOHQJHV��7KLV�UHVXOWHG�LQ�¿YH�PDLQ�FRQFHSWV��RI�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQ�ZKLFK�DUH�IUHVKHQHG�
up in the sink. Four of the concepts were based on the ideas from the workshop but one of the concepts ap-
peared as a new idea. Additionally, one idea to have a protection that is put on the urethral meatus was tak-
en forward but on a higher conceptual level. Some other ideas and concepts, such as platforms to decrease 
WKH�WDERR��FUHDWH�FRPPXQLW\�DQG�WR�VXSSRUW�WKH�ZRPHQ�WR�WUDLQ�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU��ZHUH�DOVR�GLVFXVVHG��EXW�
the focus was on the concepts of protections.

)XQFWLRQDO�PRGHOV��(ULFVRQ��7|UOLQG�DQG�:LNEHUJ�1LOVVRQ��������RI�WKH�¿YH�PDLQ�FRQFHSWV�ZHUH�EXLOW��
They were used to test the changes in handling, to identify the challenges and evaluate the potential of 
the concepts. The focus was on the user experience rather than how the concepts technically would work. 
The models were made by sewing, 3D-printing, modelling in clay and putting together different materials 
through glueing them together. The materials used were plastic, fabric, clay and different types of cloths 
and sponges. 

The functional models were tested through experience prototyping, a method that helps the designer to 
understand how the user is experiencing a product or service, by trying it out themselves (Ericson, Törlind 
and Wikberg-Nilsson, 2015). The experience prototyping was performed by wearing and using the func-
tional models. The aspects of highest interest were how it feels to clean the protection in the sink since that 
interaction is crucial for the user experience and is different from the handling and changing of single-use 
pads. 

5.1.2 Evaluation and Analysis of concepts
The next step was to evaluate and analyse the concept. Semi-structured interviews (Bligård, 2015) with 
Essity employees, (see questions asked in Appendix 8) was made to understand what challenges and possi-
bilities they saw with concepts, based on their area of expertise. In the following parts, they are referred to 
as experts and the people interviewed are:

Ɣ� Christian Bremer - User experience and product development
Ɣ� Ulrika Libander - Product development
Ɣ� Anna Knöös - Sustainable product development 
Ɣ� Charlotta Hansson - Material development

7KH�¿YH�FRQFHSWV�ZHUH�HYDOXDWHG�DJDLQVW�LPSRUWDQW�FULWHULD�LQ�D�3XJK�PDWUL[��VHH�$SSHQGL[�����7KH�FULWHULD�
were based on information from the expert interviews, the experience prototyping and earlier research. A 
3XJK�PDWUL[�LV�D�PHWKRG�WR�HYDOXDWH�FRQFHSWV�DJDLQVW�VHYHUDO�FULWHULD�DQG�LW�LV�XVHG�WR�¿QG�WKH�EHVW�VROXWLRQ�
to a problem systematically and objectively (Burge, 2009). 

The next step was an online survey (Appendix 10), which is a method used to gain information and insights 
from users (Bligård (2015). The ones doing the survey were the 12 participants that had taken part earlier in 
the study. The survey was programmed by the recruiting company Origo (www.origo.com) and pilot tested 
DQG�LWHUDWHG�EHIRUH�LW�ZDV�VHQW�RXW��7KH�SXUSRVH�RI�WKH�VXUYH\�ZDV�WR�JHW�WKH�XVHUV¶�RSLQLRQV�RQ�WKH�¿YH�
concepts to understand which concept has the most potential from a user perspective. Additional connected 
features and services such as how the participant would like their bring along a bag to look like and how 
sending back used protections for recycling would feel were also included in the survey. The concept of 
having something outside the urethral meatus was not in the survey, but where evaluated from the experts 
and the users at the workshop. 

The insights gained from the experience prototyping, interviews and the user survey are summarized in 
section 5.2 and the data from the user survey are compiled in Appendix 11.  

%DVHG�RQ�WKH�LQVLJKWV�JDLQHG��WKUHH�RI�WKH�¿YH�FRQFHSWV�ZHUH�VHOHFWHG�WR�GHYHORS�IXUWKHU��7KHVH�ZHUH�GH-
YHORSHG�E\�HYDOXDWLQJ�WKHP�DJDLQVW�WKH�SHUVRQDV��VHH�FKDSWHU�����UHGH¿QH�WKH�XVHU�MRXUQH\�RI�WKH�UHIHUHQFH�
product (see chapter 4), analyse what changes the concepts would mean for the life cycle assessment (Slu, 
2019) as well as identifying the material challenges connected to each concept. The personas were used to 
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DGDSW�WKH�FRQFHSWV�WR�¿W�GLIIHUHQW�VXEJURXSV�LQ�WKH�WDUJHW�JURXS�DQG�WKH�XVHU�MRXUQH\V�ZHUH�FUHDWHG�WR�LGHQ-
WLI\�WKH�FKDQJHV�WKH�FRQFHSW�ZRXOG�LPSO\��7KH�PDWHULDO�FKDOOHQJHV�ZHUH�LGHQWL¿HG�WR�JXLGH�IXWXUH�GHYHO-
RSPHQW�RQ�ZKDW�UHTXLUHPHQWV�QHHGV�WR�EH�IXO¿OOHG�IRU�WKH�SURWHFWLRQV�WR�IXQFWLRQ�DV�WKRXJKW��7KH�DQDO\VLV�
of the life cycle assessment were made to see how the new concepts affect environmental sustainability, 
compared to the reference products, rather than to calculate the exact impact. 

5.2 Development and evaluation of concepts
$W�WKH�EHJLQQLQJ�RI�WKLV�FKDSWHU��WKH�¿YH�FRQFHSWV�DUH�SUHVHQWHG��,W�LV�IROORZHG�E\�WKH�LQVLJKWV�FRQFHUQLQJ�
reusable protections in general and why three of them were selected for future development. Next, the de-
velopment, challenges, potentials and user opinions connected to each concept is presented. At last, a more 
futuristic concept and add-on features to contribute to the users’ wellbeing are described.

Concept Svanen

5.2.1 Five concepts of protections which are cleaned in the sink. 

The protection consists 
of:
A thin and soft sponge-like absorbent which 
absorbs the urine and a case where you put the 
absorbent. The top of the case is soft and stays 
dry against the skin by quickly passing through 
the urine to the absorbent. The underside of the 
case is leakproof and prevents it from leaking on 
the panties. The absorbent and the case are odour 
repressive.

How it works:
1. The absorbent is put in the case by attaching 
the hole protection with a small button around 
the panties. The pocket is closed like a zip bag 
on the side. The case does not leak when it is 
closed.

2. The protection is refreshed in the bathroom by 
removing the absorbent from the case and washing 
it with warm water in the sink. The absorbent can 
be put back after being wrung, as the absorbent is 
quick-drying.

It is easy to see on the absorbent when it is clean as 
the urine dyes it in another clear colour and when 
the urine is washed out it returns to its original 
colour.

3. The case is washed in the washing machine, 
either separately or together with the pant-
ies.

Figure 45. Illustration of Svanen.
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Concept Rosenbladet

The protection consists of:
A thin and soft sponge-like absorbent which ab-
sorbs the urine and a pair of panties with a sewn 
“tunnel” in between the legs. The tunnel is soft, 
ÀH[LEOH�DQG�OHWV�WKH�XULQH�SDVV�WKURXJK�TXLFNO\�VWD\�
dry and to avoid leakages on the side. The absor-
bent is put in the tunnel. The bottom of the panty 
has a layer which is leakproof and prevents it from 
leaking through. Both the absorbent and the tunnel 
are odour repressive.

How it works:
1. The absorbent is placed in the tunnel, from the 
EDFN�RU�WKH�IURQW��LQ�WKH�ZD\�WKH�XVHU�¿QGV�HDVLHVW��
The tunnel is elastic and stretchable, holding the 
absorbent in place and making it easy to put in.

2. The protection is refreshed in the bathroom by 
removing the absorbent from the tunnel and rinsing 
it with warm water in the sink. The absorbent can 
be put back in the tunnel after being wrung out, as 
the absorbent is quick-drying. It is easy to see on 
the absorbent when it is clean as the urine dyes it in 
another clear colour and when the urine is washed 
out it returns to its original colour.

3. The panty is washed in the washing machine, 
with or without the absorbent.

Figure 46. Illustration of Rosenbladet.
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Figure 46. Illustration of Rosenbladet.

Concept Skuggan

The protection consists of:
A pad that absorbs urine, stays dry to the skin and 
prevents the urine from leaking out. The stiff part 
of the velcro is attached to the underside of the 
pad. A strip with the soft part of the velcro on one 
side and glue on the other and has a similar form 
as the pad but thinner and smaller. The velcro part 
is attached to the user’s regular panties by glueing 
it on. Because it is the soft part of the velcro that 
sits on the panties it won’t ruin other clothes in the 
washing machine.

How it works:
1. The pad is easily attached to the velcro.

2. The pad is refreshed in the bathroom by wash-
ing the pad with warm water in the sink. The pad 
can be put back after being wrung out because it is 
quick-drying.

Figure 47. Illustration of Skuggan.
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Concept Fjärilen

The protection consists of:
A pad which absorbs urine and keeps it dry against 
the skin and a case with two pockets, one front and 
one back. The case is leakproof and prevents urine 
from leaking through.

How it works:
1. The pad is attached to the case by inserting it 
into the front and back pockets. The case is at-
tached with a small button around the users own 
panties.

2. The pad is refreshed in the bathroom by wash-
ing the pad with warm water in the sink. The pad 
can be put back after being wrung out because it is 
quick-drying.

The case can also be rinsed and cleaned in the 
sink but is washed less often because it does not 
come in direct contact with the urine. The case is 
quick-drying as well. 

Figure 48. Illustration of Fjärilen.
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Figure 48. Illustration of Fjärilen.

Concept Snäckan

The protection consists of:
A clamping shell that attaches to the outer labials 
and prevents the urine from leaking through. In 
the case is a soft absorbent sponge that absorbs 
the urine. The sponge sits tightly against the vulva 
DQG�XULQH�KROH�EXW�FRQWULEXWHV�WR�JRRG�ÀRUD�DQG�SK�
value thanks to the absorbent properties.

How it works:
1. The cover is clamped on the outer labials - which 
are not as sensitive as the rest of the vulva. It is 
ÀH[LEOH�DQG�VWD\V�LQ�SODFH�HYHQ�ZKHQ�GRLQJ�ODUJH�
movements. It distributes the pressure on the hole 
outer labials and is comfortable when attached and 
used. 

2. The case and the sponge is refreshed in the bath-
room by rinsing them with warm water in the sink. 
Both the shell and sponge can be put back after 
being wrung out because it is quick-drying.

 

 
 
 

Figure 49.  Illustration of Snäckan.
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5.����.LULYHS�PUZPNO[Z�HUK�L]HS\H[PVU�VM�HSS�Ä]L�JVUJLW[Z
'XULQJ�WKH�GHYHORSPHQW��VRPH�JHQHUDO�FKDOOHQJHV�DQG�SRWHQWLDOV�IRU�DOO�WKH�¿YH�FRQFHSWV�SUHVHQWHG�DERYH�
ZHUH�LGHQWL¿HG�DQG�DUH�OLVWHG�EHORZ��

*OHSSLUNLZ�MVY�HSS�Ä]L�JVUJLW[Z
Ɣ� Make it feel and be fresh and hygienic to clean the absorbent or protection in the sink.
Ɣ� Make the use and handling of the protection easy and intuitive.
Ɣ� Make it easy to leave the bathroom clean after cleaning in the sink. 
Ɣ� Make the users feel safe it is leak and odour proof. 
Ɣ� 0DNH�WKH�XVHUV�EX\�DQG�WU\�WKH�SURWHFWLRQV�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�SODFH�EHFDXVH�LW�LV�D�QHZ�W\SH�RI�SURGXFWV�
Ɣ� Make it work or be adaptable to all kinds of bathrooms. 
Ɣ� Make the protection dry quickly enough so the users think it is dry enough to use again.
Ɣ� Make it possible to wring out the protection but not make it release urine while using and doing 

activities such as running. 
 
To see all challenges and material challenges (see Appendix 12) 

7V[LU[PHSZ�MVY�HSS�Ä]L�JVUJLW[Z�
Ɣ� Possible to get higher acceptance among younger customers because they are more prone to adopt 

new products due to a fast-changing way of living and take action because of environmental rea-
sons. Many are used to rinsing menstrual protections in the sink since it is more common for them 
to have used menstrual cups.

Ɣ� The protections are possible to freshen up during the day which is important for the users to feel 
fresh. 

Ɣ� Compensate for more effort spent on handling the protection by decreasing the effort spent on 
SXUFKDVLQJ�DQG�E\�JLYLQJ�DGGLWLRQDO�YDOXH�VXFK�DV�EHLQJ�HFRQRPLFDOO\�EHQH¿FLDO��HQDEOH�D�KLJKHU�
discretion and make it easier for the users to keep their integrity and privacy.  

What the particpiants think about all the concepts 

Generally about the concepts

Ɣ� Would like to have several absorbents with different absorbency ability to change between.
Ɣ� Most of the participants thought it was very important to be able to fresh up reusable protection 

during the day to feel fresh and avoid the smell. 
Ɣ� Information about how the protection is handled should preferably be found on the package when 

buying the protections.  

About refreshing protection in the sink 

Ɣ� Simple and quick to clean it in the sink.
Ɣ� Discreet and convenient to refresh it themselves which supports feelings of being independent. 
Ɣ� A sink is usually available in most bathrooms, which makes it convenient. 
Ɣ� Like that it becomes fresh again after rinsing it. 
Ɣ� Likes that it is good for the environment to feel fresh without having to throw away protection and 

use a new one.
Ɣ� Maybe would not want to refresh where the sink is public. 
Ɣ� Risk of it being messy. 
Ɣ� It adds a step in the handling compared to using single-use protection.
Ɣ� Comment from participant:

“Might feel unfresh to be in contact with the urine and rinsing it off in the sink but you always 
wash your hands after going to the toilet so it should not be a problem.
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������:LSLJ[PVU�VM�ÄUHS�JVUJLW[Z�
2XW�RI�WKH�¿YH�FRQFHSWV��6YDQHQ��)MlULOHQ��6QlFNDQ��5RVHQEODGHW�DQG�6NXJJDQ�WKH�HYDOXDWLRQ�GHFODUHG�QR�
clear winner, but to narrow the scope Rosenbladet, Skuggan and Snäckan were selected to develop further.
The concepts were selected partly because they were seen as different types of protections; pad, panties and 
attach to labials. The brief from Essity requested inspirational concepts and to choose three different types 
of concepts was seen as most inspirational and show a wider width of ideas. 

Motivation to why each concept was chosen: 
Rosenbladet:�7KH�FRQFHSW�ZLWK�WKH�KLJKHVW�VFRUH�LQ�WKH�3XJK�PDWUL[��VHH�$SSHQGL[�����VKRZV�WKDW�LW�IXO¿OV�
important criteria for reusable protections. It was a concept that the experts from Essity liked most due to 
being discrete, intuitive, easy to use and enables the designer to get a high control over the user experience 
because the protection is integrated into the panties.   

Skuggan: The concept with the second-highest score in the PUGH-matrix. It was one of the concepts 
which the users liked the most because they thought it was discrete and liked to still be able to use their 
RZQ�SDQWLHV��+RZHYHU��WKH\�GLG�QRW�OLNH�WKDW�WKH\�QHHGHG�WR�LURQ�RQ�WKH�YHOFUR�EHIRUH�¿UVW�XVH��EXW�WKLV�ZDV�
something that was designed away after the evaluation survey to ease the user experience.

Snäckan: The concept with the highest level of innovation, no other similar product was found during the 
FRPSHWLWRU�DQDO\VLV�DQG�WKH�H[SHUWV�IRXQG�LW�LQWHUHVWLQJ��EXW�WKH\�DOVR�LGHQWL¿HG�D�ORW�RI�FKDOOHQJHV��,W�JRW�
rather low scores in the PUGH-matrix and a wide spectrum of reactions among the users, most of them 
were sceptical of how it would be to use it, but also expressed some very positive feelings about it being 
very neat and discrete. Even if the concept has many challenges, the potential to be very discreet, which is a 
high priority among the users, made it an interesting solution to develop further. The concept could possibly 
have higher user acceptance among younger generations since they are more used to trying new things and 
the concept has the potential to be used as a product for menstruation.  

������+L]LSVWTLU[�HUK�L]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�Ä]L�JVUJLW[Z� 
 
Development of Svanen
7KH�¿UVW�PRGHO��PDGH�RI�ROG�SDQWLHV�DQG�D�FORWK���VHH�¿JXUH�����DQG�WKH�VHFRQQG�RQH��6HH�¿JXUH�����WHVWHG�
to put in the absorbent on the shorter side and on the longer side which showed that it was much easier to 
put in the absorbent on the longer side, especially when it was wet. The second functional model of Svanen 
was made by glueing an old textile pad and a plastic zip bag. The buttons were found to be a little fumbling 
to attach which changed the concept to have larger, but still very thin buttons. 

The pocket in the function model had holes in it and were found to feel dry even when the absorbent was 
a little wet. The zip was found to potentially chafe if it was worn for a long time which gave a requirement 
for it, needing to be very smooth and thin zip. Another way to close and open the pocket which was dis-
cussed was to have one more button which was attached to the backside of the button which attaches the 
pad wings. The buttons were found to be indiscreet and one more button would make it even less discreet, 
which made it a bad choice. Different ways to clean the case of Svanen discussed where to clean it in the 
washing machine, boiling it or just clean it in the sink as well. To clean it in the washing machine was 
found to be the best option because the case already is attached to the panties and it was found to be the 
option which required the least energy from the user.  

Figure 50. First model of Svanen. Figure 51.  Second Functional models of Svanen.
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Challenges for Svanen

Ɣ� Make the zip easy and intuitive to use, feel comfortable and not chafe against skin. 
Ɣ� Assure the user that the zip is closed correctly.
Ɣ� Make the user feel that the protection is fresh even if it’s not possible to freshen up the case in the 

sink. 

To see all challenges see Appendix 13. 

Potentials for Svanen

Ɣ� Enable adaptation for different situations and occasions by different sizes of absorbent which the 
user can change between.  

Ɣ� Easier to make it feel dry even when the absorbent is a little wet because the sheet of the case 
which is closest to the skin stays dry.  

Ɣ� Users can use their own choice of panties. 

What the particpiants think about Svanen 
Positive: 

Ɣ� Convenient to use and easy to clean the absorbent.
Ɣ� New and innovative idea and similar to their own ideas. 
Ɣ� Like the possibility to change the size of the absorbent to different situations and occasions. 
Ɣ� Like to be able to use their own choice of panties. 

Negative: 
Ɣ� Buttons can chafe and are perceived as clumsy and indiscrete. 
Ɣ� Troublesome to use and messy to rinse the absorbent. Good hand motoric is needed.
Ɣ� Do not feel fresh and hygienic.
Ɣ� Insecure about how much leakage it can handle.

The particpiants’ answers to how likely it was that they would use Svanen: 
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Development of Fjärilen
7KH�¿UVW�IXQFWLRQ�PRGHO�RI�)MlULOHQ��VHH�¿JXUH�����ZDV�D�FDVH�ZLWK�D�SODFH�IRU�DQ�DEVRUEHQW�DQG�ZLWK�WKH�
top-part in a mesh structure to let the urine through. The edges on the bottom part made were to make it feel 
safe that no urine would not leak on the sides. It was found that the opening of the case, to fully separate the 
top-part from the bottom-part was a little fumbling and that the protection was quite thick and uncomforta-
ble especially when sitting down, because of the edges. 

7KH�VHFRQG�PRGHO�RI�)MlULOHQ��VHH�¿JXUH�����ZDV�FKDQJHG�WR�EH�DQ�RSHQ�FDVH�ZLWK�WZR�SRFNHWV��RQH�LQ�WKH�
front and one in the back where an absorbent is attaching in. This was to be easier to put in and take out 
the absorbent and to make the protection experienced not as thick. Because of the absorbent now being in 
contact with the skin, the top sheet was decided to be integrated into the absorbent and therefore it’s further 
on called a pad. 

The testing showed that it was easy to put in and out the pad in the pockets, but it was a little fumbling 
when the pad was wet and softer. It was decided that the pad needed to be a little bit stiffer to make the han-
dling easier. The testing revealed that the two pockets could potentially chafe against the skin when wearing 
the protection for a longer time and an alternative solution that was discussed was to get rid of the pockets 
and instead attach the pad to the case with velcro. The velcro should be big enough to make the pad stick to 
its position but small enough to not require too much force when pulling on and off the pad.

7KH�EXWWRQV�DWWDFKLQJ�)MlULOHQ��VHH�¿JXUH�����WR�WKH�SDQWLHV�ZHUH�IRXQG�WR�EH�TXLHW�VPDOO�ZKLFK�PDNHV�LW�
harder attach them. It was decided that the buttons should be bigger and thinner to be easier to attach, espe-
cially for people with bad hand motoric.

Figure 52, First functional model of Fjärilen.

Figure 53, Second functional model of Fjärilen.
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Challenges for Fjärilen

Ɣ� Make it be experienced as thin and discrete even though it consists of two parts. 
Ɣ� Make the case be dry when rinsed because it’s put directly on the panties.

To see all challenges see Appendix 13. 

Potentials for Fjärilen

Ɣ� Compared to a small absorbent, a pad is bigger and therefore easier to get a good grip of when 
rinsing and wringing it out. 

Ɣ� Easy to attach and detach the pad from the case. 
Ɣ� Good to be able to use own panties.

What the particpiants think about Fjärilen

Positive:
Ɣ� Seems easy to handle and to attach the pad into the case.
Ɣ� Similar to the pads they use today.

Negative:
Ɣ� Worries that the panties will get wet when putting the rinsed pad back.
Ɣ� Inconvenient to attach case with buttons, especially for women with impaired hand motoric.
Ɣ� Two-part protections is too much to handle.
Ɣ� Worries about leakage on the sides. 
Ɣ� Worries the case and pad not will stay in place.
Ɣ� Risk of it becomes messy, bulky and that the case can chafe. 

The particpiants’ answers to how likely it was that they would use Fjärilen:
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Development of Snäckan

7KH�LGHD�IRU�WKH�FRQFHSW�6QlFNDQ�FDPH�DIWHU�WKH�ZRUNVKRS�DQG�ZDV�QRW�EDVHG�RQ�D�VSHFL¿F�LGHD�SUHVHQWHG�
in the workshop, but was inspired by the interlabial pads present in section 2.2.4. but are safer because it 
also is attached on the outer labials. 

7KH�¿UVW�VSRQJHV��SDSHU�DQG�FOD\�PRGHOV��6HH�¿JXUH�����RI�6QlFNDQ�JDYH�WKH�IRUP�DQG�PHDVXUHPHQWV�IRU�
the functional models. Issues found when trying the sponge models was that the sponge needed a back 
sheet which would be leakage proof for the urine not to leak out. Another issue was that the material needed 
to attach to the outer labial stronger than the sponge did.  
 
These issues were solved anG�WHVWHG�E\�PDNLQJ�D��'�SULQWHG�PRGHO�ZLWK�ÀH[LEOH�PDWHULDO�ZKLFK�FODPSV�WKH�
ODELDOV�DQG�ZKLFK�KDG�D�EDFNVLGH�ZKLFK�KROGV�WKH�VSRQJH��VHH�¿JXUH������

7KH�IXQFWLRQ�PRGHOV�RI�6QlFNDQ��VHH�¿JXUH�����ZDV�IRXQG�WR�VWD\�LQ�SODFH�VXUSULVLQJO\�ZHOO�ERWK�ZKHQ�
doing bigger movements and in different positions such as standing up, sitting and laying down. 

$Q�LVVXH�LGHQWL¿HG�WKURXJK�WKH�WHVW�RI�WKH�¿UVW��'�PRGHO��VHH�¿JXUH�����ZDV�WKDW�WKH�XULQH�FRXOG�OHDN�RXW�LQ�
the front. Another issue was that it was a little hard to understand how far front or back the protection was 
supposed to sit. To solve these issues the form was changed to go further up on the front of the vulva as a 
FXS�DQG�ZDV�DSSOLHG�WR�WKH�QH[W�PRGHO��VHH�¿JXUH�����ODVW�PRGHO���7KLV�PRGHO�KRZHYHU�EHFDPH�WR�VPDOO�WR�
try.

Figure 54. Sponge, paper and clay models of Snäckan.

Figure 55. First 3D printed shell and sponge model of Snäckan.
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Different ways to make Snäckan suit different forms of vulvas and body forms were discussed. One solu-
WLRQ�LGHQWL¿HG�ZDV�WR�JLYH�WKH�FXVWRPHUV�DQ�DGMXVWDEOH�IRUP�ZKLFK�WKH\�FRXOG�IRUP�WKHPVHOYHV�WR�WKHLU�
vulva and send back to be the base for their customized one. Another one was letting the customer scan 
their vulva through an app on the mobile camera which then would be the base for a customized one. One 
solution was that the customer could choose between different forms and sizes which they think would 
suit them best and order it online. Other solutions were to make Snäckan possible to shape by the custom-
ers themselves,by heating it in their ovens, or to make the protection in a material which easily would be 
shaped to the labials and then stay in that shape. The solution which was found in the current situation to be 
PRVW�UHDOLVWLF�DQG�HFRQRPLFDOO\�EHQH¿FLDO�ZDV�WKH�RQH�ZKHUH�WKH�FXVWRPHU�JHW�WR�FKRRVH�EHWZHHQ�GLIIHUHQW�
sizes and forms online.

Th testing showed that it was easier to wash the sponge and case separately. It made it easier to be sure they 
become clean and no dirt is stuck in between.

An issue discussed with the experts was to make the protection create a good environment for the vagina, 
since it sits so close. Solutions discussed where to use lactic bacteria in the sponge and using Snäckan only 
for short periods of times. This could for example, be on special occasions where discretion is highly desir-
able. 

A new form of the protection which was discussed was to change from fully covering the labials to clamp-
ing stripes to give a higher breathability. This would need to be tested to see if it will would give an even 
SUHVVXUH�ZKLFK�ZDV�LGHQWL¿HG�DV�LPSRUWDQW�WR�PDNH�LW�FRPIRUWDEOH�WR�ZHDU�RYHU�WLPH�

Challenges for Snäckan

Ɣ� Make the user feel comfortable and safe that it stays in place in all positions, kinds of movements 
and for longer periods. 

Ɣ� Make it be and feel breathable and healthy for the vulva and skin.
Ɣ� Make it absorb enough liquid on a limited and quite small area.
Ɣ� Make women to initially try it even if it’s very far away from the mental model for their current 

protection. 

To see all challenges and material challenges see Appendix 13.

Potentials for Snäckan  

Ɣ� User can wear their own choice of panties. 
Ɣ� Possible getting higher acceptance among younger and upcoming generations because they are 

more prone to adapt new products
Ɣ� &ORVH�¿WWHG�WR�WKH�ERG\�ZLWKRXW�EHLQJ�LQ�FRQWDFW�ZLWK�WKH�YDJinal mucous membranes which was 

undesirable because many users have dry mucous membranes.
Ɣ� Very discrete due to it being close to the body. 
Ɣ� Could be adaptable for menstruation. 
Ɣ� Was found to have potential to stick well, even with big movements. 
Ɣ� Was experience easy to clean. 

Figure 56. Second 3D printed shell and sponge model of Snäckan.
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Ɣ� The way to attach has been shown to work well. 
Ɣ� To have something in the vulva have been applied in menstrual protections such as interlabials pads 

and been shown to work well.  

What the particpiants think about Snäckan
Positive: 

Ɣ� Discreet, neat and possible to use small panties without the protection showing.
Ɣ� If it is convenient and comfortable there is no problem with having something so close to the body.
Ɣ� Likes to be able to use their own choice of panties.
Ɣ� Likes to be able to customize and make it suit their own body. They think they all look different 

DQG�WKHUH�V�LV�D�ELJJHU�FKDQJH�WKDQ�LW�ZRXOG�ZRUN�LI�LW�LV�VXLWHG�WR�WKHLU�RZQ�ERG\��
Ɣ� Some thought that it is about exercise and habit. If you have tried it and got used to it, it might be 

great. 
Ɣ� Might want to use it but only when they workout because then they prioritize discretion. 

Negative:
Ɣ� Worried about how it would be to attach to labials, know how to attach it right and that it would 

stay in place. 
Ɣ� Did not think it seemed comfortable to attach to labials, worries it would chafe.
Ɣ� Some do not like to have something so close to the body. 
Ɣ� Most of them do not like to boil the shell because they think it feels inconvenient and some of them 

would rather wash it in the washing machine at 90 degrees. 

The particpiants’ answers to how likely it was that they would use Snäckan:
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Development of Rosenbladet
The functions models were made by sewing a piece of textile on panties. The test of the models of Rosen-
EODGHW��VHH�¿JXUH�����VKRZHG�WKDW�LW�ZDV�D�OLWWOH�KDUG�WR�JHW�WKH�DEVRUEHQW�LQWR�WKH�WXQQHO�ZKHQ�LW�ZDV�ZHW��
$�VROXWLRQ�WR�WKLV�ZDV�WR�PDNH�WKH�WXQQHO�LQ�D�ÀH[LEOH�DQG�HODVWLF�PDWHULDO�WR�PDNH�LW�HDVLHU�WR�OLIW�DQG�SXW�LQ�
the absorbent.

Another issue found was that it was hard to know where the absorbent was supposed to be placed and 
which was front and back. Solutions to this were to design the form only to be possible to put in one way 
and with indications which would guide the user. 

Another issue was to know if it was clean and that all the urine was gone when rinsing it. A solution iden-
WL¿HG�ZDV�WR�PDNH�WKH�XULQH�UHDFW�ZLWK�WKH�DEVRUEHQW�DQG�FUHDWH�D�FOHDU�FRORXU�VXFK�DV�FOHDU�SLQN��EOXH�RU�
purple and when the urine is rinsed out it changed back to its original colour. 

A challenge is that the user may need to put the absorbent somewhere when they are putting on and off 
panties and pants because it is hard to hold at the same time. To solve this, the absorbent in Rosenbladet 
could be in a form or in a material that makes it foldable and possible to stand up. In that case, only the 
short side, which is a rather small part of the absorbent, would need to come in contact with the surface it 
would stand on. 

An opportunity found was to have absorbents in different sizes to change between depending on occasion 
DQG�VLWXDWLRQ��7KLV�LV�SRVVLEOH�GXH�WR�WKH�WXQQHO�EHLQJ�LQ�DQ�HODVWLF�DQG�ÀH[LEOH�PDWHULDO�DQG�WKHUHIRUH�FRXOG�
adapt to different sizes.  
 

Figure 57. Functional models of Rosenbladet

Figure 55. Functional models of Rosenbladet.
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Challenges for Rosenbladet
Ɣ� Make the tunnel be and feel fresh even if it is not possible to fresh up during the day. 

Making the users feel that they have enough options for panty models even when they can not use their 
own ones. 

Ɣ� Make the initial purchase cheap enough for the users to purchase. 
Ɣ� Make it easy to put in the absorbent even when it is wet and softer. 
Ɣ� Assure the user that the absorbent stay in place in the tunnel. 

To see all challenges and material challenges to see Appendix 13.

Potentials for Rosenbladet

Ɣ� Easier to make it feel dry even when absorbent is a little wet because the tunnel stays dry. 
Ɣ� Enables the user to keep her incontinence for herself because it looks like regular panties. 
Ɣ� Allows more control for the developers because they can control both panty and absorbent while 

other concepts need to be adaptable for all kinds of panties.  
Ɣ� No need for extra attachment arrangements such as zip or velcro. 

What the particpiants think about Rosenbladet

Positive:
Ɣ� Seems easy to make stay in place.
Ɣ� Seems easy to handle and is similar to their own ideas.
Ɣ� Discreet because the absorbent is hidden inside the panties.
Ɣ� Liked to be able to see if it is clean or not through it changing colour, makes it feels safer. 

Negative:
Ɣ� Worries it might chafe or be to warm and unbreathable.
Ɣ� Did not like to need to buy a whole set of panties and change from their own favoured panties. 

Makes them feel less free and would feel expensive.
Ɣ� Thought it was not environmentally friendly to change from their own panties for new ones.
Ɣ� Worries about that it will be hard to put in the absorbent in the tunnel, especially when it is wet.

The particpiants’ answers to how likely it was that they would use Rosenbladet:  
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Development of Skuggan
The function model of Skuggan was made by glueing one part of the velcro on panties and the other on an 
DEVRUELQJ�WH[WLOH��7HVWLQJ�WKH�PRGHO��VHH�¿JXUH�����VKRZHG�WKDW�WKH�KDQGOLQJ�ZDV�HDV\�DQG�IHOW�VLPLODU�WR�
how the reference products are attached. It was found that it was hard to detach the pad once it was placed 
because the velcro was very strong. To make it easier to detach, the velcro-parts were made smaller but still 
large enough to keep the pad in place. 

The tests revealed that the velcro could chafe if the panties were worn without the pad. This was partly 
solved by having the soft part of the velcro attached to the panties. Furthermore, a solution discussed was to 
provide an additional piece of fabric-shaped as a pad, to protect the skin against chafe or to make it possible 
to detach the velcro strip by for example heating it. 

In the function model, the velcro strip that is attached to the panties had a backsheet to protect the panties 
from getting wet. The test showed that if the velcro-stip was attached in the wrong position the pad could 
not be adjusted without revealing the velcro underneath, which could chafe the skin. The solution was to 
make the velcro stip smaller. This makes it possible to change the position of the pad much easily. It made 
it not possible to have a backsheet on the backside of the velcro strip so instead, the backsheet became 
integrated into the pad itself. 

Figure 58. Functional models of Skuggan.
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The tests relieved that it can be hard to wring out the pad because the velcro can hurts when squeezed. A 
solution that was discussed was to create some type of indication e.g. arrows, lines or colours on the pad 
that shows how it can be folded to avoid getting hurt by the velcro.

The survey revealed that many users liked the idea of attaching the pad with velcro but to iron it onto the 
panties, which was an earlier idea was seen as complicated. The concept was therefore changed after the 
user survey to use a glue that doesn’t need to be heated to get stuck. 

The users expressed that they are concerned about velcro destroying their clothes in the washing machine. 
Solutions to this could be to have a mechanical velcro or by washing it in a washing bag. 

Many wanted to be able to wash the pad on high degrees in the washing machine to sometimes sterilize 
it. Washing the pad in the machine will potentially wear out the odour inhibitive functionality. However, 
this would be done fewer times than for example the existing reusable textile pads and panties, present in 
section 2.2.4.  A solution discussed was to a washing detergent that can restore the odour inhibitive func-
tionality to make the pad last longer. 

A solution to make Skuggan more discreet were to produce it in several colours for it to match the users 
own panties colours.

Challenges for Skuggan 

Ɣ� The velcro should only be found in the middle part of the pad to make sure it does not risk to chafe 
the skin. 

Ɣ� Make it possible for the user to remove the velcro strip if she wishes but at the same time make it 
stick.  

Ɣ� Make it possible to adapt to different panty models.

To see all challenges and material challenges see Appendix 13.

Potentials for Skuggan

Ɣ� User can wear their own choisce of panties. 
Ɣ� Discrete because the colour of the pad can match the colour of the panty.  
Ɣ� Make it possible to adapt to different panty models. 
Ɣ� Possible to customize where to put the velcro strip. 
Ɣ� After initial attachment, the pad is very easy to put on and of.
Ɣ� Compared to a small absorbent, a pad is bigger and therefore easier to get a good grip of when 

rinsing and wringing it out.

What the participants think about Skuggan

Positive:
Ɣ� Convenient, safe and easy to place the pad in the panties by velcro.
Ɣ� Similar to the reference products.
Ɣ� Likes to be able to use their own choice of panties.
Ɣ� Easier to apply these protections in their current panties than to buy new panties, it would be easy 

to replace the velcro if it wears out.
Ɣ� Quote from participant: “Great! Genius, because it is so simple and fun to Do It Yourself.”

Negative:
Ɣ� Worries about tearing of the velcro and if it would attach good enough in the long run. 
Ɣ� Inconvenient to use Likes to be able to use their own choice of panties.
Ɣ� Worries that the velcro will destroy clothes if it comes close to sensitive materials. 
Ɣ� Did not like if the panties are destroyed once the velcro is fastened and if the panties cannot be 

worn without the protection because it will chafe the vagina.
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The participants’ answers to how likely it was that they would use Skuggan:

5.2.5 Futuristic concept - Krämen

Krämen is a degradable incontinence protection. It is in the form of a cream that is put on the urethral 
meatus, and stiffens quickly, which creates a plug that prevents from leakage. When the user pees the plug 
ZLOO�GURS�LQWR�WKH�WRLOHW�DQG�FDQ�EH�ÀXVKHG�GRZQ��7KH�FUHDP�LV�GHJUDGDEOH�DQG�FDQ�EH�ÀXVKHG�GRZQ�ZLWKRXW�
GLVWXUELQJ�WKH�QDWXUDO�ÀRZV��2QFH�WKH�XVHU�KDV�HPSWLHG�WKH�EODGGHU��VRPH�QHZ�FUHDP�FDQ�EH�SXW�RQWR�WKH�
urethral meatus. Krämen is stored in a small and discreet can and can easily be brought along anywhere in 
the user’s handbag.  
 
Challenges with Krämen

Ɣ� Make it hold tight and prevent smaller leakage but not when peeing. 
Ɣ� Making it feel and be safe when making bigger movements e.g. when working out. 
Ɣ� Make the users adopt the protection even though it is far from their current mental model what 

incontinence protections are like. 
Ɣ� Make the cream not smear or get stuck in pubic hair.
Ɣ� Guide the user to know where to put the cream on since it can be hard to locate the urethral meatus 
Ɣ� /RZHU�WKH�ULVN�RI�JHWWLQJ�DQ�LQIHFWLRQ�LQ�WKH�XUHWKUD�GXH�WR�VWRSSLQJ�WKH�GRZQZDUG�ÀRZ��ZKLFK�LV�

important for bacteria not to thrive.  

Figure 59. Illustration of Krämen.
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Potentials with Krämen
Ɣ� The participants expressed in the workshop that they really liked Krämen.
Ɣ� Being able to plug the urethra without needing a doctor’s assistant. 
Ɣ� Can be extremely discreet because once the cream is put on it will not show through the panties. 
Ɣ� Can be simple to apply once the user has learned how to do it.
Ɣ� Can be very easy and convenient for the user to carry along in their handbag being so small.

5.2.6 Ideas in related areas  
 
The inco support 
The inco support is an app for smartphones and a sensor to clamp onto the panties. The app and sensor help 
WKH�XVHUV�WR�SHUIRUP�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�WUDLQLQJ�FRUUHFWO\�WKURXJK�YLVXDO�JXLGDQFH�DQG�KHOSV�WKHP�WR�UHPHP-
ber to do the exercises regularly by sending reminders. The reminders can be controlled by the user to suit 
WKHLU�HYHU\GD\�OLIH�DQG�FDQ�H�J��VHQG�D�QRWL¿FDWLRQ�ZKHQHYHU�LW�VHQVHV�WKDW�WKH�XVHU�LV�ULGLQJ�ZLWK�SXEOLF�
transport and there is extra time to perform the exercises. The app can help the user to track their progress 
ZKHQ�LW�FRPHV�WR�VWUHQJWKHQLQJ�WKH�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV��DV�ZHOO�DV�UHPLQG�WKHP�RI�DOO�WKH�EHQH¿WV�FRQQHFW-
ed such as the possibility to get a better sex life. 

The sensor measures the amount of leakage which helps the user to know when and how much they leak, 
WR�LGHQWLI\�SDWWHUQV�DQG�WR�¿QG�SURWHFWLRQV�WKDW�VXLWV�WKHLU�QHHGV�EHVW��,Q�WKH�DSS��WKH�XVHUV�FDQ�JHW�LQ�FRQWDFW�
with other women that have incontinence and discuss and share tips and experiences. The user can book 
SHOYLF�ÀRRU�\RJD�VHVVLRQV�DW�FRQQHFWHG�J\PV��ZKHUH�WKH\�FDQ�WUDLQ�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�DQG�PHHW�RWKHU�
women. 

'XULQJ�WKH�ZRUNVKRS��WKH�XVHUV�H[SUHVVHG�WKDW�WKH\�WUDLQ�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�VRPHWLPHV�EXW�WKDW�WKH\�
need a reminder to do it more frequently. They also expressed a wish to keep track on their leakage amount. 
7KH�LQFR�VXSSRUW�DSS�DQG�VHQVRU�HQDEOH�WKH�XVHUV�WR�PDNH�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�WUDLQLQJ�D�KDELW��ZKLFK�
in turn can lower their leakages and thereby improve their wellbeing. To track their progress and provide 
incentives to train can also help the users become more motivated to train. 

What the participants think
Ɣ� Sisterhood! It is incredible strength in helping and supporting each other and sharing experiences.
Ɣ� Some of the participants express that they would not use such an app due to e.g. having one more 

app is stressful, unnecessary and that it might be expensive.
Ɣ� :RXOG�OLNH�WR�KDYH�D�UHPLQGHU�WR�GR�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�H[HUFLVHV�

Figure 60. Illustration of the Inco support app.
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The sisterhood store
The sisterhood store is a physical place where women can buy products connected to the female body, such 
DV�LQFRQWLQHQFH��SHOYLF�ÀRRU�WUDLQLQJ��PHQVWUXDWLRQ��PHQRSDXVH��VH[��SUHJQDQF\�DQG�ORZHU�DEGRPHQ�KHDOWK��
The women can get personal advice concerning all areas mentioned above, take part of information, tips 
and attend seminars as well as meet and connect with other women that want to talk about the same things. 

The concept of a sisterhood store was developed because the interactions with the users revealed that they 
thought it is of great value to be able to connect with other women with the same issues. During the work-
shop, the participants were really outspoken and enjoyed to share experiences, while they expressed that 
they rarely talk about their incontinence in their everyday life. Connecting with other women have the 
potential to contribute to their wellbeing by making them feel that they are not alone and that there other 
women that can listen and support them. The sisterhood store was created to build a physical platform that 
enables women to do this. 

What the participants think
Ɣ� Many expressed that a sisterhood store is something that they would appreciate. It would be con-

venient to have everything in the same place.
Ɣ� Some expressed that it would feel to intimate and personal with a sisterhood store and would not 

like to visit it. 
Ɣ� Would like the store to be online instead, it would be more convenient and accessible.
Ɣ� Some thought a sisterhood store could help women to decrease the taboo of talking about women 

UHODWHG�LVVXHV�DQG�XSJUDGH�WKH�YLHZ�RI�WKHPVHOYHV��WKHLU�ERGLHV�DQG�HDFK�RWKHU�¿W�LQWR�D�QHZ��KHDOWK-
ier era.
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Chapter six  
Final concepts
7KLV�FKDSWHU�SUHVHQWV�SLWFKHV�RI�WKH�¿QDO�FRQFHSWV�WRJHWKHU�ZLWK�HDFK�FRQFHSWV�XVHU�MRXUQH\�DQG�SHUVRQD�
which represents the most promising target group for the concept. 
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6.1 Snäckan

Snäckan consists of a shell with an absorbent sponge inside. Snäckan is easily attached by clamping the 
VKHOO�RQWR�WKH�RXWHU�ODELDOV��DV�LOOXVWUDWHG�LQ�¿JXUH�����,W�LV�D�ÀH[LEOH�PDWHULDO�ZKLFK�¿UPO\�IRUPHV�DURXQG�
WKH�ODELDOV��,W�LV�SRVVLEOH�WR�EX\�LQ�VHYHUDO�GLIIHUHQW�IRUPV��WR�EH�DEOH�WR�SHUIHFWO\�¿W�WKH�LQGLYLGXDO�YXOYD��
Due to its clamping on a quite big area, its distributes the pressure which makes it feel comfortable, even 
when using for longer times. 

Snäckan is inspired by the interlabial pads presented earlier and the sponge inside the shell goes in between 
the interlabials just like them, to absorb the urine. The sponge absorbs the urine as soon as it comes out 
of the urethra which decreases the risk of the urine ending up somewhere else, making the user feel safe. 
Snäckan is made in breathable material to be kind to the skin. 

Snäckan is easily freshened up daily, by cleaning the protection in the sink and is sterilized once a week by 
boiling it in a boiling pot that comes along when buying it. Snäckan is very neat and discreet and because it 
LV�VR�FORVHO\�¿WWHG�WR�WKH�ERG\�LW�PDNHV�WKH�XVHU�DEOH�WR�KDYH�WLJKW�FORWKHV�RU�HYHQ�D�ELNLQL�ZLWKRXW�LW�VKRZ-
ing. 

Snäckan is attached in a whole new way which has not been seen before and was shown to work well in 
the testing of functional models. Snäckan does not interfere with the mucous membranes inside the vagina 
which makes it good even for women with dry mucous membranes. 

Snäckan is reusable protection that allows the user to stop worrying about trash and the impact the protec-
tion has on the environment. Snäckan can be used several times which makes it much cheaper in the long 
run than single-use pads. It also means fewer times needing to risk being seen purchasing protection fewer 
times.  

The handling and use are simple and is similar to menstrual cups which have been shown to get a high user 
acceptance and are becoming more common among younger generations (Jones, 2018). This makes Snäck-
an potentially more popular among future target groups such as these younger generations. Snäckan could 
possibly be for menstruation. 

Figure 61. Visualisation of Snäckan in the context of a bathroom.
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Figure 62. Illustration of how Snäckan is attached.

Figure 63. Visualisation of Snäckan.
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Put on Snäckan Wear Snäckan

Refresh Snäckan Boil Snäckan
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Sandra’s journey with Snäckan
Sandra has been waiting a long time for a more envi-
ronmentally friendly protection that is very discreet so 
she can keep her stylish clothes. Sandra’s friend rec-
ommended Snäckan, and as an early adopter Sandra 
becomes really excited to try a new type of protection, 
so she decides to buy it.

Purchase Snäckan 
6DQGUD�YLVLW�7(1$V�ZHEVLWH�ZKHUH�VKH�¿OOV�LQ�D�RQ-
lineform about the forms and sizes of her vulva to get 
D�SURWHFWLRQ�WKDW�¿WV�KHU��6KH�FDQ�FKRRVH�ZKDW�FRORXU�
she likes and decides to go for pink.

Sandra gets home a package with snäckan, includ-
ing one shell and two sponges. It also comes with a 
small boiling pot and a bring along case. The case is 
smell and leak proof and easy to clean. She opens the 
package and read fun, easy and visual instructions on 
inside of the package. She can buy new absorbents in 
grocery stores or order online, one sponge lasts for 
one month.

Store Snäckan
She stores Snäckan in the case in her handbag when 
she does not use it. She always has a extra sponge in 
there as well, to always have it with her. 

“A relief to not needing to go to the store 
so often so people can see me buying the 
product.

It feels good to be able to customize my own 
product to my own body.

It feels a little bit scary to try something so 
different and new but also really fun because 
I like to be a pioneer on stuff like this and I 
trust TENA a lot.

The initial cost is a bit expensive but I know 
in the long run it will be much cheaper.

I feel good about using reusable protections 

“It is easier to make no one notice my protec-
tions because they are so few and takes less 
space.”

I do not need to remember to put new single-use 
pads in my handbag every day because I have 
everything I need in my bring along case.

Feel scared that the absorbent or shell will 
smell or leak in the bag but the case gives com-
fort. “
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Put on Snäckan 
She puts Snäckan by fasten it on her outer labials by 
VWUHWFKLQJ�RXW�WKH�ÀH[LEOH�VKHOO�DQG�SODFH�LW�DURXQG�WKH�
outer labials where it will clamp without hurting.The 
form guides her where to attach it.

Wear Snäckan
Sandra wears Snäckan in all parts of her life. When 
a private sink is not available for longer times she 
change between sponges. She does not use it when 
she sleeps because she does not leak so much then. 

Refresh or/and change Snäckan
Before she sits on the toilet she drags down her 
panties and take out Snäckan to put on the sink or 
somewhere else, sometimes on some paper. She use 
the toilet and depending on distance from toilet or 
availability to sink:

If sink is just by the toilet:
- She takes out sponge and rinse the sponge and the 
shell while sitting on the toilet in hot water to get rid 
of urine and until it feel fresh. She wrings the sponge 
and Snäckan put it back because it dries instantly. 

If sink is far away from toilet but in the bathroom:
- She goes to the sink and rinse the sponge and the 
shell in hot water to get rid of urine and until it feel 
fresh. She wrings the sponge out which dries instantly. 
She drags down her panties and put on Snäckan on 
again standing by the sink.

“It feels easy to put it on right due to the form 
but a little bit tricky to get it in place.

I wonder how much I can let my pubic hair 
grow and still use this product. It is good that 
there is no glue which makes it stick though.”

“I love to be able have whatever the panties and 
clothes I like because the protection does not 
show and does not stick to the panties!

It feels super neat and very discreet and that it 
can not be seen through clothes.

It is nice when I need to change in front of oth-
ers then it feels like it less likely that someone 
notice that I have a protection.

I worry that it does not stay in place when I do 
big movements  but I got pleasantly surprised 
when I tried dancing with it and it did!

I worry that I will squeeze the sponge out when 
I do some exercises and that it will leak.

I worry it will irritate my skin or hurt if I use it 
for long.

I worry I suddenly will leak a lot and that the 
protection will not be enough.”

“I  think it is nice to be able to fresh it up 
without having to change to a new protection. It 
feels simple to just rinse it but I want to be sure 
the bathroom is totally clean when leave.

It feels a little unfresh to put the sponge on the 
sink both for me and if it makes the sink dirty. 

It feels good to not throw any waste. For envi-
ronmental reasons but also because It is nice 
that there is no trash which the the person who 
goes into the bathroom after can notice. 
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If sink is outside bathroom:
- She takes out Snäckan at the toilet and put it in the 
shell and take a new sponge to put in. She then clean 
it when she has having access to a private sink.

She sometimes clean both the shell and sponge, but 
often only the sponge. The shell is liquid resistant and 
does not need to be wrung out to dry instantly. She 
leave the toilet and make sure it is clean.

Boil Snäckan
Once a week Sandra boil the sponge and shell in the 
boiling pot to sterilize them.

Throws away Snäckan 
After she has used the sponges for a month she throws 
away the sponge with plastic with the other waste 
separation. She get a new ones in store or by ordering 
them online. 

“It feels simple because I am used to do the 
same with my menstruation cup I used when I 
was younger

It would feel unfresh to use the same boiling pot 
which I use for my food so it is nice to have a 
seperate one.”

“I think it is nice to be able to throw it out with 
the rest of my trash, it makes it feel less of a big 
thing.”
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6.2 Skuggan

Skuggan consists of a pad with velcro on the backside and a velcro strip with glue on which the user glues 
on to their panties. After attaching the strip, the user can easily put on the pad on the velcro and drag it of 
as easily. The pad is possible to fresh up daily by rinsing it in the sink and is sterilized by washing it in the 
machine in a washing bag which comes along when buying it.

The similar forms on the strip and pad makes it intuitive to know how to put it and what is front and back 
on the pad. Skuggan is intuitive, simple and safe to use because it is except for being reusable similar to the 
VLQJOH�XVH�SDGV�ZKLFK�PDQ\�DUH�VDWLV¿HG�ZLWK��,W�LV�VDIH�DQG�VWD\V�ZHOO�LQ�SODFH�WKURXJK�WKH�YHOFUR���

Skuggan will be available in different colours to make it possible to match the colours of the users own 
panties to be more discreet.  

Skuggan is a reusable protection which creates no trash to worry about and feels kinds to the environment. 
Skuggan can be used several times which in the long run becomes much cheaper than single-use pads. It 
also means fewer times needing to risk being seen purchasing protection fewer times.  

Figure 64. Visualisation of Skuggan in the context of a bathroom.
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Figure 65. Visualisation of how Skuggan is attached.

Figure 66. Visualisation of how Skuggan is attached.
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Elsa’s journey with Skuggan
Elsa has long waited for a more environmentally 
friendly protection that is similar to the once she 
always has used. She hears about skuggan, thinks it 
sounds promising and goes and buys it.

Purchase Skuggan
She order Skuggan online and gets three different col-
ours of Skuggan to match her favorite panties together 
with a bring along case and a washing bag delivered 
home. 

Attach the velcro strip  
Elsa follows the instructions on the package on how 
to glue on the velcro strip to her panties. She attach 
the velcro strip on the panties by taken off a plastic 
cover and gluing it on. She puts on the pad on the vel-
cro and can adjust the placement of it how she likes. 

Stores Skuggan
She stores the pads in the bring along case which she 
has in her purse.

“I feel a little bit worried about if it would be 
possible or not to get prescribed protections for 
free from my nurse.

The initial cost is not so expensive and I know in 
the long run it will be cheaper than single- used 
pads. 

I feel good about using reusable protections 
since it creates less waste and is more environ-
mentally friendly.

It is nice to be able to choose among different 
colours to match the panties I like.”

“I like to be able to use my own panties”

“The attachment feels similar to my old sin-
gle-use pads but it is even better because the 
velcro does not get worn out as glue does.”

“I think it is fun to Do It Yourself”

I like that if I put it in a way I do not like I can 
just take it of and easily put it where I want it.”

“It is easier to make no one notice my pro-
tections because they are fewer and takes less 
space.

I do not need to remember to put new single-use 
pads in my handbag every day because I have 
everything I need in my bring along case.

Feel scared that if I put a used pad in the case it 
will smell or leak in the bag but the case gives 
comfort.”
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Wears Skuggan
She wears Skuggan in all parts of her life, even when 
she sleeps.  When a private sink is not available for 
longer times she change between pads she has in her 
case. 

Refresh and/or change refresh Skuggan
At the bathroom she rinse and wrings the pad out to 
fresh it up. She does this in a similar way that describe 
for Snäckan in section 6.1. She makes sure the bath-
room is cleaned and leaves the bathroom. If there only 
is a public sink she just change to another pad and put 
the used one in the case to clean later.

Wash Skuggan in machine
She wash the panties with her regular clothes and 
sterilized the pad by washing it at 90 degrees in the 
washing bag. She does not need to worry about the 
velcro destroying her clothes due to the velcro on the 
panties being the soft part of the velcro and the pad 
being in the washing bag. After a month use she throw 
away pad with plastic with the other waste separation 
and buy new pads in store or get it delivered home.

 

“It feels just as discreet as my single-use pads 

It is nice when I need to change in front of oth-
ers then it feels like it less likely that someone 
notice that I have a protection because it match 
the colour of my panties. 
.
It feels like it is staying well in place”

“I  think it is nice to be able to fresh it up 
without having to change to a new protection. It 
feels simple to just rinse it but I want to be sure 
the bathroom is totally clean when leaving.

It feels a little unfresh to put the pad on the sink 
both for me and if it makes the sink dirty. It feels 
a little bit more inconvenient when the sink is 
far away from the toilet or outside the bath-
room.

It feels good to not throw any waste. For envi-
ronmental reasons but also because It is nice 
that there is no trash which the the person who 
goes into the bathroom after can notice. 

It is very easy to detach and attach the pad from 
the panties”

“It is nice to need to buy protections fewer 
times. I do not like going to the store and buy 
incontinence protection, it is embarrassing that 
people can notice that I buy it.

Quote from participant: “Because the urine 
doesn’t stick to the panties it I don’t think it feels 
dirty when i wash them together with my other 
clothes.“
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6.3 Rosenbladet 

5RVHQEODGHW�FRQVLVWV�RI�SDQWLHV�ZLWK�D�ÀH[LEOH�WXQQHO�EHWZHHQ�WKH�OHJV�DQG�DQ�DEVRUEHQW�ZKLFK�LV�HDVLO\�
inserted into the tunnel.

The tunnel keeps fresh by letting urine though to the absorbent quickly and by not rewetting. It is possible 
to daily fresh up the absorbent in the sink. The user does not need to worry about sterilizing because she 
gets new absorbents delivered home every month and can choose to send her used on back for recycling.

The tunnel can hold different sizes of the absorbent, which allows the user to adapt the absorbing ability to 
the situation and can for example use a bigger one when she has a cold and a smaller one when she wants to 
use tight clothes. 

Rosenbladet looks like normal panties which support the user to keep her incontinence for herself. It comes 
in different models and colours to increase the users options.

It is simple and intuitive to use and handle and feels just like wearing normal panties. The protection is 
safer than single-use pads because the absorbent stays in place well by being integrated into the panty. 

Rosenbladet is a reusable protection which makes the user both not needing to worry about trash smelling 
from the trash bin and feel kind to the environment. Even if Rosenbladet has a quite high initial cost it 
becomes cheaper in the long run than the single-use pads she used to buy. She never needs to go the store 
because she just get everything delivered home which is nice because she thinks it is embarrassing to buy 
incontinence products. 

Figure 67. Visualisation of Rosenbladet in the context of a bathroom.
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Figure 68. Visualisation of how Rosenbladet is attached.

Figure 69. Visualisation of how Rosenbladet is attached.
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Purchase Rosenbladet Store Rosenbladet

Put on Rosenbladet Wear Skuggan

Get and send back absorbents Wash Rosenbladet

Refreash Rosenbladet
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Marianne’s journey with Rosenbladet
Marianne has long waited for a protection which ena-
ble her to keep her incontinence for herself and which 
she can adapt to her various leakage. So when she 
hears about Rosenbladet she gets excited and order 
three Rosenbladet in her favourite panty models. 

Purchase Rosenbladet
She order a test sample of Rosenbladet and gets a 
discreet package with Rosenbladet three panties and 
three (S fröet, M bladet, L blomman) different sizes 
RQ�WKH�DEVRUEHQW�WR�EH�DEOH�WR�¿QG�WKH�ULJKW�VL]H�WR-
gether with a little bring along case. She opens it and 
read fun, easy and visual instructions on inside of the 
package.  

Stores Rosenbladet
She store the absorbents in the bring along case and 
the panties together with her other panties.

It feels good to be able to try out different ad-
VRUEHQWV�WR�¿QG�WKH�ULJKW�VL]HV�DQG�WR�KDYH�RQH�
with more absorbing ability when I need that. 

The initial cost is expensive, I hope it will be 
cheaper in the long run. 

I feel good about using reusable protections 
since it creates less waste and is more environ-
mentally friendly.

It is nice to be able to choose the model of pant-
ies I like.

It feels environmentally unfriendly and a expen-
sive to buy a full set of new panties”

“It is easier to make no one notice my pro-
tections because they are fewer and takes less 
space.

I don’t need to remember to put new single-use 
pads in my handbag every day because I have 
everything I need in my bring along case.

Feel scared that if I have a used absorbent in 
the case it will smell or leak in the bag but the 
case gives comfort.” 
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Puts on Rosenbladet
She puts the absorbent in tunnel from the front or 
EDFN��7KH�WXQQHO�LV�ÀH[LEOH�ZKLFK�PDNHV�LW�HDV\�WR�SXW�
LQ�WKH�DEVRUEHQW��7KH�DEVRUEHQW�RQO\�¿W�LQ�WKH�WXQQHO�
in the one way which makes her certain it is correctly-
inserted and will stay in place.

Wears Rosenbladet
She wears Rosenbladet just like her regular panties. 
When she does not have access to bathrooms for long 
or has a cold, she wears a bigger absorbent and when 
she has tight clothes on a smaller one to not make 
it show. She often knows when she is about to leak 
more a day, because she is very aware on what condi-
tions and activities which makes her leak more or less.

Refreach or/and change Rosenbladet
She rinse and wrings the absorbent out to refresh at 
the bathroom in a similar way which is describe for 
Snäckan in section 6.1. She leaves the bathroom after 
making sure the bathroom is clean. If there only is a 
public sink she just change to an other absorbent and 
put the used one in the case to clean later.

Wash the panties in machine
She wash the panties in the machine with the rest of 
her panties.

“It feels easy to know how to put the absorbent 
in but it can be a little tricky to get it in.”

“It feels discreet and nice that it do not show 
through clothes.

It is nice when I need to change in front of oth-
ers then it feels like it less likely that someone 
notice that I have a protection. 

Nice to be able to have the same protection but 
adapt it easily for different occasions. Because 
my leakage often varies a lot. When I have a 
cold it is really nice to use the same protection 
but only change absorbent size. 

“I  think it is nice to be able to fresh it up with-
out having to change to a en new protection. It 
feels simple to just rinse it but I want to be sure 
the bathroom is totally clean when leaving.

It feels a little unfresh to put the absorbent on 
the sink both for me and if it makes the sink 
dirty. It feels a little bit inconvenient when the 
sink is far away from the toilet or outside the 
bathroom.

It is a releive to not need to worry about trash 

“Because the urine does not stick to the panties 
it I do not think it feels dirty when i wash them 
together with my other clothes.

I like that I can reuse the panties as many times 
as I like but that I can replace only the absor-
bent, to feel fresh and it is also environmentally 
friendly.”
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She starts a subscription
She starts a subscription on absorbent by selecting 
sizes and amount of absorbents she things she needs. 
She then gets new adsorbents every month and sends 
back her used absorbents in the same pre postage paid 
envelope she got the new ones in. Sometimes she used 
throws the absorbent with her other plastic trash. 

“I think it feels nice to send my used one back 
and contribute to a circular cycle.”

I do not want to send it back if the mailbox is 
far away.. and I want to able to throw it out with 
the rest of my trash, it makes it feel less of a big 
thing.

A subscription feels like a convenient way to get 
new ones and it is a relief to not needing to go 
to the store so people can see me buying them 
and not worry about buying them so often at 
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6.4 Changes in life cycle assessment  
6.4.1 Estimated use 

Protection/esit-
mation

Should last for Used products 
per year

Use 

Reference prod-
uct - single use 
pads

One use 1095 pads
1095 release 
paper 
1095 plastic 
covers

Single use 

Skuggan 1 month of use, 
90 sink and 4 ma-
chine washes

12 pads
12 velcro strips
1 washing bag
1 case

1 machine wash/
week 
3 sink washes/day

Rosenbladet Absorbent: 10 
days, 30 sink 
washes  
 
Panty: 100 ma-
chine washes

3,6  panties 
36 absorbents 
1 case

3 sink washes/day
1 panty machine 
wash/day use.

Snäckan 1 absorbent: 
90 sink washes 
5 boilings 

1 shell:
26 boilings 
548 sink washes .

2 shells
12 absorbents
1 case
1 boiling pot 

1 boiling/week.
3 sink washes/day
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6.4.2 Estimated changes in environmental impact
The impact of the material production- and disposal phases, which had the highest impact for the reference 
products, will probably be the phases where the concept lower the environmental impact the most,  due to 
less material per use. The concept Rosenbladet require more material compared to the other two concepts 
and will have the highest impact on the material production- and disposal phases. The users’ old panties, 
which most likely will be thrown away if they start using Rosenbladet, would increase that impact. How-
ever, the impact will probably still be lower than for the reference products, because the amount of material 
UHTXLUHG�IRU�WKH�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFWV�LV�VWLOO�VLJQL¿FDQWO\�KLJKHU��7KH�XVDJH�SKDVH�ZLOO�KDYH�D�KLJKHU�LPSDFW�
WKDQ�WKH�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFWV�EHFDXVH�RI�WKH�FOHDQLQJ��&RQFHUQLQJ�WKH�LQVLJQL¿FDQW�LPSDFW�RI�WKH�ZDVKLQJ�DQG�
drying phase in the reference life cycle assessment of the case with single-use pads and use of own pant-
ies, the extra cleaning is highly unlikely to increase the impact remarkably. If the user chooses to wash the 
protection alone and not with her other clothes the impact would increase, as shown in earlier studies. (see 
2.2.2)

The impact of the manufacturing depends on how the concepts will be produced, which still is unknown, 
and therefore makes it hard to estimate. The impact will however, probably be higher per protection, but 
could become lower in total because much fewer ones needs to be produced. 

Figure 70, Illustration of the estimated changes in environmental impact.
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Chapter seven 
Discussion
This chapter includes a response to the research questions, followed by contributions and a discussion re-
garding choice of methodology, selection of participants, ethical considerations and future development.
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7.1 Contributions 
The aim of this thesis was to identify inspiring ways to increase the environmental sustainability of protec-
WLRQ�IRU�OLJKW�LQFRQWLQHQFH��WKDW�KDYH�WKH�SRWHQWLDO�WR�JHW�DFFHSWHG�E\�WKH�XVHUV�DQG�GR�QRW�FRQÀLFW�ZLWK�WKHLU�
wellbeing.  

We believe that this thesis has contributed to this aim by:

• Evaluating ways on how to make more environmentally sustainable protections, considering their e"ect 
on the wellbeing and potential to give added value to the users, and concluded that to make reusable 
protections is the strategy with the highest potential.

• #ree concepts of reusable protections and connected challenges that need to be solved in order to not 
con$ict with the wellbeing of the users. #e concepts have been evaluated to have the potential to reach 
user acceptance because they have been developed by the inclusion of users and every design decision 
has been taken with the users’ wellbeing in focus, rather than the environmental impact. 

• Needs and attitudes connected reusable incontinence protections, and what they imply for a protection 
that is cleanable in the sink. 

• Challenging the existing way to refresh a reusable protection, that is outside of the body, by a new way to 
clean and handle it. 

• In more detail, the thesis has also provided the following answers to the research questions posed. 

7.1.1 In which ways can the environmental impact of an incontinence protec-
tion be reduced?

The environmental impact of incontinence protections could be reduced, as for all products, in all phases 
of the life cycle, such as increasing use of green energy in the production and distribution. However, earlier 
studies and life cycle assessment made on protection for light incontinence has shown that the material pro-
duction- and disposal phases account for the majority of the carbon footprint. This makes a suitable focus 
to lower the environmental impact to lower the use of virgin material, which is the main impact in both the 
material production- and disposal phases. 

Three strategies to lower the use of raw material are to reduce, reuse or recycle. The different ways to 
reduce raw material that were evaluated in the thesis was to; lower the amount of material per protection, 
use more of renewable material, use fewer protections, make the protections compostable and make it more 
effective to use through customization. The strategies to reuse a protection was to; reuse the whole protec-
tion by somehow cleaning it, or to reuse part of the protection and throw away the other part. The strategy 
to recycle the material concerned to collect the used protections and either use the material for something 
else or for new protections. The thesis concluded that to make a reusable protection would have the highest 
potential to decrease the environmental impact and with the potential to give additional value to the cus-
tomers.

Reusing the protection implies a large decrease in the amount of new raw materials that needs to be ex-
tracted. In addition, reusable protections creates less waste compared to the single use reference products,, 
ZKLFK�LV�EHQH¿FLDO�VLQFH�WKH�ZDVWH�KDQGOLQJ�DOVR�KDV�D�VLJQL¿FDQW�LPSDFW�RQ�WKH�HQYLURQPHQW��+RZHYHU��H[-
actly how much the protections improve the environmental sustainability cannot be calculated because they 
are still on a conceptual level. They will likely increase the environmental impact in the use-phase because 
they will require hot water to be cleaned. How much that adds to the total impact needs to be calculated 
when it is decided what type of materials they will consist of. Washing and drying the panties had almost 
DQ�LQVLJQL¿FDQW�LPSDFW�LQ�WKH�/LIH�F\FOH�DVVHVVPHQW�IRU�WKH�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFWV��ZKLFK�PDNHV�LW�XQOLNHO\�WR�
LQFUHDVH�WKH�LPSDFW�VLJQL¿FDQWO\�IRU�WKH�QHZ�SURWHFWLRQ��
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7.1.2 Which user needs and attitudes are important to consider when devel-
oping a new, more environmentally sustainable protection for light inconti-
nence?

Feel and be Fresh           Easy to handle            Feel and be Safe         Feel and be Discreet

Being environmentally friendly is something that the participants in thesis studies think is important in their 
everyday life and they would appreciate if their protections could be more sustainable. However, having a 
SURWHFWLRQ�WKDW�IXO¿OV�WKHLU�QHHGV�ZKHQ�LW�FRPHV�WR�FRQYHQLHQFH�DQG�OHDNDJH�SUHYHQWLRQ�LV�VHHQ�DV�WKH�¿UVW�
priority, and cannot be tampered just because a reusable protection is more environmentally friendly.

The focus of the thesis became to design reusable protections and to identify the needs and attitudes con-
cerning these. The needs and attitudes found are similar to single-use protections but thesis present what 
these would mean for a reusable protection and the developed concepts. A feature addressed that the exist-
ing reusable solutions lack was to be able to fresh up the protection during the day and due to this, needs 
and attitudes towards cleaning it in the sink was investigated too. The main needs and attitudes that was 
found are related to feel and be fresh, discrete, easy to handle and safe. Feel and be fresh includes feeling 
and being clean and dry and not smell when wearing the protection, as well as during, and after the han-
dling of the protection. Be discreet and ensure integrity concerns being able to live life as usual without 
being hindered by having incontinence, and that no one should notice that one has incontinence. It entails 
having a protection that is discreet and does not show through clothes, and that the users can buy, and get 
rid of their protections without tampering their dignity and privacy. Easy handling represents that it should 
be easy to use and handle the protection. To adopt a new protection, the handling needs to be as easy as for 
the reference products, even if it can be handled differently or bring additional value. Be and feel safe is of 
VLJQL¿FDQW�LPSRUWDQFH�DQG�LPSOLHV�IHHOLQJ�FRQ¿GHQW�WKDW�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�SUHYHQWV�OHDNDJH�DQG�EHLQJ�NLQG�WR�
the skin. 
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7.1.3 How can a protection for light incontinence that reduce the environ-
TLU[HS�PTWHJ[�IL�KLZPNULK�[V�UV[�JVUÅPJ[�^P[O�[OL�\ZLYZ»�^LSSILPUN&

The users’ wellbeing needs to be a higher priority than the environmental impact and a protection with 
lower environmental impact needs to provide the same value to make the users want to buy and use them. A 
reusable protection has the potential to decrease the environmental impact by being used more times. At the 
same time, it has the potential to compensate for more effort spent on handling the protection by decreasing 
WKH�HIIRUW�VSHQW�RQ�SXUFKDVLQJ�DQG�E\�JLYLQJ�DGGLWLRQDO�YDOXH�VXFK�DV�EHLQJ�HFRQRPLFDOO\�EHQH¿FLDO��HQDEOH�
a higher discretion and ensure the users’ integrity.  

Discretion and ensured integrity are highly valued by the users and the concepts presented have the poten-
WLDO�WR�SURYLGH�WKDW��$OO�WKH�¿QDO�FRQFHSWV�GR�LW�E\�WDNLQJ�DZD\�WKH�ULVN�RI�VRPHRQH�QRWLFLQJ�RU�VPHOOLQJ�WKH�
used protection in trash bin and through fewer times to risk being seen purchasing incontinence protection 
LQ�WKH�VWRUH��$GGLWLRQDOO\��WKH�FRQFHSW�6QlFNDQ�GRHV�LW�E\�EHLQJ�¿WWHG�FORVH�WR�WKH�ERG\�DQG�QRW�EHLQJ�YLVLEOH�
under clothes and Rosenbladet by being part of the panty and be perceived as a regular panty. Skuggan’s 
form and volume would be as discreet as the reference products. Skuggan will also, compared to Rosenbla-
det and Snäckan, require lower the effort spent in understanding how to handle the protection because it is 
very similar to the reference products. 

The thesis concluded that an important aspect for keeping the wellbeing of the users was to be able to fresh 
up the protection during the day. This was decided to be done best through making it possible to clean it in 
the sink and dry quickly, to be able to use it directly again. This challenges the current way of cleaning the 
existing reusable protections. 

7KH�UHTXLUHPHQWV�WKDW�QHHGHG�WR�EH�IXO¿OOHG�IRU�WKH�ZHOOEHLQJ�RI�WKH�XVHU�WR�EH�NHSW�LV�SDUWO\�SUHVHQWHG�LQ�
the design, challenges and potential of the concepts which includes challenges to make it a good experi-
ence to freshen up the protection up in by rinsing it in the sink. It is also presented in the requirements- and 
guidelines list for all concepts and the user journey connected to the different concepts. 

The concepts have been developed by closely regarding the users’ needs, as well as having the users as 
co-creators in the workshop, and evaluating the concepts in the workshop and survey. The wellbeing of the 
users has always been prioritised over the environmental impact of the protection, except for choosing to do 
D�UHXVDEOH�RQH��7KLV�EULQJV�WKHP�WKH�SRWHQWLDO�WR�QRW�FRQÀLFW�ZLWK�WKH�XVHUV¶�ZHOOEHLQJ��+RZHYHU��WKH�FRQ-
cepts will interfere with the use and user experience in several ways, which needs to be evaluated with fully 
functional prototypes. A crucial thing is that the handling becomes a bit more laboursome, mostly due to 
the need to fresh up the protection. It is a new way of handling a protection, outside of the body, and it will 
require time before the users will adopt and accept it. The users have uttered that cleaning the protection in 
the sink could be a good way of refreshing the protection. According to the user evaluation, the concepts 
have issues but also potentials.
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7.2  Choice of methodology 
The “path of expression”, which was used to learn about the users’ needs regarding future products is a 
proven method. However, it is always a challenge to make users express something about things that do 
QRW�H[LVW�\HW�DQG�WR�NQRZ�LI�WKRVH�QHHGV�ZLOO�EH�WKH�VDPH�RQFH�WKH�SURGXFW�LV�¿QDOLVHG��,Q�DGGLWLRQ��LW�LV�KDUG�
to evaluate how a product will be experienced only based on pictures and texts, which was how the users 
evaluated the concepts in the survey. It would have been preferable to produce the products or make fully 
functional prototypes so that the users could test them in reality, but due to time- and economical limits this 
was not possible. For example, to see how the participants would feel about cleaning the protections in the 
sink would be very interesting to see because it is crucial that it works well, for the concepts to gain accep-
tance. 

Something that could have affected the result and validity of the workshop was that the researchers had 
a positive attitude towards reusable protections, and expressed that to the participants. This might have 
affected their view to a more positive one which could have resulted in that negative aspects of reusable 
protections were not expressed, and therefore important data might have been missed. A similar issue could 
have occurred due to the users affecting each other’s opinions. However, the upside of this is that the users 
could build on each other’s ideas compared to having separate interviews, and this was seen as providing 
PRUH�YDOXH�WKDQ�WR�EH�VXUH�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�GLG�QRW�LQÀXHQFH�HDFK�RWKHU��

The participants were told to approach the ideas presented in the workshop as if they lived in a dream world 
DQG�WKDW�DOO�WKH�LGHDV�ZRUNHG�LGHDOO\��7KLV�ZDV�GRQH�EHFDXVH�WKH�DLP�ZDV�WR�¿QG�ZD\V�WR�GHVLJQ�UHXVDEOH�
protections to get user acceptance and good user experience, rather than detailly technically making them 
work. By having this approach there could potentially be aspects and details that have been missed regard-
ing the users’ needs which in turn could have had an impact on the development phase, and questions the 
validity of the study. However, this was a deliberate choice because in order to reach innovation the focus 
needs to be directed away from details and put on possibilities. In addition, the users got the chance to 
express negative aspects of the ideas and concepts in the survey, which increase the chance of reaching all 
aspects of the users’ opinions.
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7.3 Selection of participants 
The fact that it was a qualitative study with 12 participants that gave no quantitative data may have affected 
the outcome. It can be questioned if the validity is high enough with 12 participants and if the spectra of 
them can represent the target group. 

7KH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�IXO¿OOHG�WKH�UHTXLUHPHQWV�IRU�WDNLQJ�SDUW�LQ�WKH�VWXG\��EXW�DOO�RI�WKHP�ZHUH�LQ�WKH�XSSHU�SDUW�
of the age range which made the study narrowed down not reaching the younger women’s needs and pre-
requisites. All of the recruited participants were between 50-65 years old, while the target group stretches 
from around 30 years and onwards. As an example, the participants were negative towards products insert-
ed into the vagina, due to dry and sensitive mucous membranes, but this would likely not be a problem for 
the younger part of the target group. This resulted in skipping all ideas that were inserted into the vagina 
after the user input on the workshop, even though a protection inserted into the vagina was concluded to 
have the potential to become a good reusable protection. 

Another potential drawback with only being able to include 12 participants was that the same participants 
took part in several parts of the user studies. The participants could then have been affected by the other 
participants and the researchers in the workshop and then have been biased when answering the evaluation 
survey. On the other hand, having a dedicated group of participants allowed us to get more in-depth insights 
from them. 

7.4 Ethical considerations  
Incontinence is a subject that is taboo and can be sensitive to talk about since it concerns such a private 
issue and can affect the users’ wellbeing. Therefore it can be oppressive enough to live with incontinence 
which made it a balancing act to ask the users about their view on incontinence and environmental sustain-
ability, without intruding on their integrity. In the interactions with the participants, it was handled through 
being very careful with how questions were posed and to express that the users’ wellbeing always was the 
highest priority. Even though it was handled cautiously, the users might have felt offended without the 
researchers noticing. 

Incontinence is a condition of dysfunction and the most sustainable option would be to help the women 
back to good health, both when it comes to the environmental factor but also for the wellbeing of the users. 
However, the brief of the thesis was to develop concepts that are more environmentally sustainable, but it 
can be questioned if making another protection is the right path to head for, or if it is just treating the symp-
toms. At the same time, there are cases where the incontinence cannot be treated or users who for different 
reasons do not engage in being treated and where a protection is crucial to support the users’ wellbeing. If 
the focus would be put on preventing incontinence, it would become an ethical dilemma to design a product 
WKDW�H�J��FDQ�KHOS�WKH�XVHUV�WR�WUDLQ�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�PXVFOHV�EHFDXVH�LW�FDQ�EH�VHHQ�DV�WKH�XVHUV�DUH�EODPHG�
if they do not act and do something about their situation themselves. On the other hand, it can be viewed as 
a way of motivating and empowering the users to take responsibility for their own wellbeing, which in turn 
is positive since the users expressed that feeling independent is important.
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7.5 Future development
The research questions posed in this thesis are concluded to be answered. However, exactly how the new 
concepts would affect the user experience and usage once they are real products would need further 
research with fully functional prototypes. 

The master thesis has resulted in several concepts of reusable incontinence protections but since they are on 
a rather high conceptual level and there is a lot to be investigated and developed before they potentially can 
result in a product on the market. Things that need to be investigated and developed in future work:

7KH�PDWHULDOV�QHHG�WR�IXO¿O�WKH�PDWHULDO�FKDOOHQJHV�DGGUHVVHG�LQ�DSSHQGL[����DQG����
Highly functional prototypes need to be built in the right materials to test if the protections are viable when 
it comes to the performance and design of the protections, and the user experience. This will likely be need-
HG�WR�EH�LWHUDWHG�VHYHUDO�WLPHV�EHIRUH�UHDFKLQJ�D�SURWHFWLRQ�WKDW�LV�VXI¿FLHQW�
The environmental impact needs to be calculated to know for certain if the reusable protections improve the 
environmental sustainability compared to the reference products.
Reusable protections require an entirely different business model compared to single-use protections, which 
QHHGV�WR�EH�GHYHORSHG�EHIRUH�WKH�SURWHFWLRQV�HQWHU�WKH�PDUNHW��7KLV�LQFOXGHV�¿QGLQJ�D�ZD\�WR�PDUNHW�WKH�
SURWHFWLRQV�DQG�PDNLQJ�SHRSOH�WU\�WKHP�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�SODFH��
It needs to be calculated how expensive the protections can be, which is a trade-off, among others, between 
PDNLQJ�D�SUR¿W�DQG�WKH�XVHUV�IHHOLQJ�RI�ZKDW�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�LV�ZRUWK��

2WKHU�DUHDV�WKDW�ZHUH�LGHQWL¿HG�LQ�WKH�WKHVLV�WKDW�GRHV�QRW�GLUHFWO\�FRQFHUQ�WKH�SURWHFWLRQV��UDWKHU�WKH�VXEMHFW�
incontinence as a whole and that was concluded to be of interest for future research are: 

The taboo that concerns talking about incontinence is a subject that can affect the users’ wellbeing. In the 
workshop, it was discovered that the participants were talking openly about their incontinence, probably 
because they felt that they were in a safe situation. Afterwards many expressed that they felt encouraged 
and one participant afterwards wrote “It has been incredibly fun to be together, to meet you and the other 
workshop participants. I still live on those meetings at the workshop. To be seen and heard was so lifting!”. 
This elicited an idea, to create a community where women can speak freely about their incontinence and the 
issues that comes with it. If this is something that would be desired by the women is something that needs 
to be investigated, to understand how this could be made in the best way possible to support their wellbe-
ing.  

If it in the future would be possible to recycle single-use protections it would be crucial to do research to 
¿QG�D�ZD\�WR�FROOHFW�WKH�XVHG�SURWHFWLRQ�ZLWKRXW�FRQÀLFWLQJ�ZLWK�WKH�XVHUV¶�GLJQLW\�DQG�SULYDF\��

It was discovered that many do not get the help they need to prevent or treat their incontinence in a good 
ZD\��0DQ\�GR�WKHLU�SHOYLF�ÀRRU�WUDLQLQJ�LQFRUUHFWO\�DQG�PDQ\�KDYH�D�SURWHFWLRQ�ZKLFK�PD\�QRW�EH�WKH�PRVW�
VXLWDEOH�VROXWLRQ�IRU�WKHP��)XUWKHU�UHVHDUFK�VKRXOG�EH�GRQH�WR�¿QG�JRRG�ZD\V�WR�JXLGH�SHRSOH�OLYLQJ�ZLWK�
LQFRQWLQHQFH���ERWK�WR�KHOS�WKHP�¿QG�WKH�PRVW�VXLWDEOH�ZD\�WR�SUHYHQW�RU�WUHDW�WKHLU�LQFRQWLQHQFH�DQG�LI�WKH\�
need a protection - guide them on what is the most suitable protection for them. 
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Appendix  V - Compiled answers from 
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*URXS

:KHUH�GRHV�WKH�
UHTXLUHPHQW�RU�JXLGHOLQH�
FRPH�IURP" 5�* 5HTXLUHPHQW�JXLGHOLQH :HLJKW

6XVWDLQDEOH %UHLI 5 %H�PRUH�WKDQ�;���QRW�\HW�GHILQHG��RU�IXOO\�UHXVDEOH �
6XVWDLQDEOH %UHLI 5 'HFUHDVH�FDUERQ�IRRWSULQW���ZDVWH�SHU�GDLO\�XVH�ZLWK�;���QRW�\HW�GHILQHG� �
6XVWDLQDEOH %UHLI * 0DNH�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQ�RXW�RI�UHF\FOHG�PDWHULDO �
,QIRUPDWLRQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * %H�LQWXLWLYH�DQG�SHGDJRJLF �
,QIRUPDWLRQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 2QO\�UHTXLUH�LQLWLDO�LQWURGXFWLRQ�IURP�WKH�XVHU�WR�KDQGOH�FRUUHFWO\� �

+HDG�IXQFWLRQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5
0DNH�VXUH�WKH�XVHUV�FDQ�OLYH�WKHLU�OLIH�ZLWKRXW�JHWWLQJ�HIIHFWHG�E\�WKHLU�OHDNDJH�PRUH�WKDQ�KDQGOLQJ�DQG�
XVH�WKH�SURGXFW �

)XQFWLRQDO�H[SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 $V�HDV\�WR�KDQGOH�DV�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFW �

)XQFWLRQDO�H[SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * (DV\�WR�KDQGOH�DQG�FKDQJH �
)XQFWLRQDO�H[SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * (DV\�WR�NHHS�WKH�EDWKURRP�DQG�XVHU�FOHDQ� �
)XQFWLRQDO�H[SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 5HDVXUH�WKH�XVHU�WKDW�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�LV�FOHDQ�HQRXJK�IURP�VPHOO�DQG�EDNWHULDV�DIWHU�LW�EHLQJ�IUHVKHG�XS� �
)XQFWLRQDO�H[SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 7KH�SURWHFWLRQ�VKRXOG�ILW�SHUVRQDO�SUHIHUHQFHV��ORRNV��IRUP�DQG�RU�DGG�RQV��� �
)XQFWLRQDO�H[SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * :HOO�DGMXVWHG�WR�ILW�ERG\ �

)XQFWLRQDO�H[SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * :HOO�DGMXVWHG�WR�ILW�WKH�VSHFLILF�XVHU��ERG\ �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * $GMXVWHG�IRU�GU\�VNLQ�DQG�PXFRXV�PHPEUDQH �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * %H�DV�IUHVK��RU�HYHQ�PRUH�IUHVK��DV�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFW �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 %H�FOHDQ�HQRXJK�IURP�VPHOO�DQG�EDNWHULDV�DIWHU�LQVWUXFWHG�IUHVK�XS� �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 %H�VDIH�ZKHQ�GRLQJ�ODUJH�PRYHPHQW �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 1HHGHG�WR�EX\�OHVV�RIWHQ�WKDQ�VLQJOH�XVH�SURGXFWV �
)XQFWLRQDO (VVLW\¶V�NQRZOHGJH 5 'HUPDWRORJLFDOO\�WHVWHG �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 'U\�TXLFNO\��DIWHU����VHFRQGV �
)XQFWLRQDO (VVLW\¶V�NQRZOHGJH� 5 (QDEOH�DLUIORZ�WR�VNLQ �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 .HHS�FORWKHV�DQG�SDQWLHV�GU\��QRW�OHDN� �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 .HHS�VNLQ�GU\�DQG�KHDOWK\� �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 1HXWUDOL]H�RGRXUV �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 1RW�EH�GHSHQGHQW�RQ�DGG�RQ�SURGXFW�� �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 1RW�VKRZ�ZKHQ�KDYLQJ�XQGHU�WLJKW�FORWKHV �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 3RVVLEOH�WR�DGDSW�WR�GLIIHUHQW�DEVRUEDWLRQ�OHYHO �

)XQFWLRQDO %ULHI 5 3RVVLEOH�WR�IUHVKHQ�XS�ZLWKRXW�PDFKLQH�ZDVKLQJ� �

)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 3URWHFW�WKH�XVHU�IURP�OHDNDJH�DV�JRRG�DV�WKH�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFW �

)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 7KH�SURWHFWLRQ�FDQ�EH�KDQGOHG�E\�WKH�XVHU�KHUVHOI� �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 1RW�OHDN�XULQH�ZKHQ�XVLQJ �

)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 %H�VDIH�DQG�K\JLHQLF�WR�XVH� �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 7KH�SURWHFWLRQ�VKRXOG�EH�DEOH�WR�UHXVH�DIWHU����VHFRQGV�DIWHU�IUHVKHQ�XS� �
)XQFWLRQDO 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK 5 7KH�XULQH�VKRXOG�QRW�PRYH�XS�ZKLOH�VLWWLQJ �
([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * $V�FRPIRUWDEOH�DV�WKH�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFW �
([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 'HFUHDVH�WKH�ULVN�RI�HPEDUUDVVPHQW�GXULQJ�XVDJH�FRPSDUH�WR�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFW �
([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * )HHO�DV�IUHVK��RU�HYHQ�PRUH�IUHVK��DV�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFW �

([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * )HHO�FHUWDLQ�WKDW�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�LV�K\JHQLF�WR�XVH�DQG�QR�XQZDQWHG�EDNWHULDV�DUH�WKULYLQJ �
([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * )HHO�UHDVXUH�WKDW�SURGXFW�SURWHFW�IURP�OHDNDJH �
([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * )HHO�VDIH�ZKHQ�GRLQJ�ODUJH�PRYHPHQWV �

([SHULHQFH %ULHI * +LJKHU�UDQNHG�E\�XVHUV�WKDQ�H[LVLWLQJ�UHXVDEOH�VRXOXWLRQV �

([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK *
0DNH�WKH�XVHU�IHHO�JRRG�DERXW�WKDW�WKH\�DUH�XVLQJ�DQ�HQYLURQPHQWDOO\�IULHQGO\�SURWHFWLRQ��DQRWKHU�
LQFHQWLYH�WR�XVH�LW� �

([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 0DNH�XVHU�IHHO�VDIH�WKDW�WKH�SURGXFW�SURWHFWV�WKHP� �
([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 5HDVVXUH�WKH�XVHU�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�GRHV�QRW�VPHOO �
([SHULHQFH 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 7KH�SURWHFWLRQ�DQG�WKH�KDQGOLQJ�RI�LW�VKRXOG�QRW�EH�PXFN\ �
([SHULHQFH %UHLI * (DV\�WR�DGRSW �

$GG�RQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * (QFRXUDJH�WUDLQLQJ�RI�SHOYLF�IORRU�ZLWK�D�QRQ�EODLPDEOH�SRVWLYH�DSSURDFK� �
$GG�RQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 6XSSRUW�RSHQQHVV�DQG�DZDUHQHVV �
$GG�RQ (VVLW\¶V�NQRZOHGJH * 6XSSRUW�GHFUHDVLQJ�RI�LVRODWLRQ�GXH�WR�LQFRQWLQHQFH �
$GG�RQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 6XSSRUW�D�OLIHVW\OH�ZKLFK�SUHYHQWV�OHDNDJH�RU�LPSURYH�WKH�EODGGHU �
$GG�RQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 7KH�FDVH�VKRXOG�VXSSRUW�SHUVRQDO�LQWUHJULW\��QRW�VKRZ�WKDW�LW�LV�D�FDVH�IRU�LQFR�SURGXFWV� �
$GG�RQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 7KH�EULQJ�DORQJ�FDVH�VKRXOG�EH�FRQYLQHQW��HQLYRUPHQWDOO\�IULHQGO\���HDV\�WR�FOHDQ�DQG�FDSVXODWH�RGRXU �
$GG�RQ 8VHU�VWXGLHV�UHVHDUFK * 'HFUHDVH�WKH�ULVN�RI�HPEDUUDVVPHQW�GXULQJ�ZKHQ�EX\LQJ�FRPSDUH�WR�UHIHUHQFH�SURGXFW �

7KH�UHTXLUHPHQWV�DQG�JXLGHOLQHV�DUH�GLYLGHG�LQWR�GLIIHUHQW�JURXSV��
7YWXEMREFPI��VIUYMVIQIRXW�[LMGL�EVI�GSRRIGXIH�XS�XLI�WYWXEMREFPI�EWTIGXW�SJ�XLI�TVSHYGX�
*YRGXMSREP��[LMGL�EVI�VIUYMVIQIRXW�GSRRIGXIH�XS�XLI�TIVJSVQERGI�SJ�XLI�TVSXIGXMSR�ERH�RIIHIH�JYRGXMSRW��
)\TIVMIRGI��[LMGL�EVI�GSRRIGXIH�XS�LS[�XLI�YWIV�I\TIVMIRGI�XLI�TVSXIGXMSR�
%HH�SRW��VIUYMVIQIRXW�[LMGL�EVI�GSRRIGXIH�XS�TSWWMFPI�EHH�SRW�XS�XLI�TVSHYGX�

7KH�UHTXLUHPHQWV�DQG�JXLGHOLQHV�KDYH�EHHQ�ZHLJKWHG�ZKHUH���LV�PRVW�LPSRUWDQW�DQG���OHDVW�LPSRUWDQW�

Appendix - VIl Requirments and guidlines
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Appendix  VIIl - Questions to experts

• Vad jobbar du med nu?
• Vad har du jobbat med tidigare på Essity? 

 
Vi berättar om våra 5 koncept och användar-kraven vi fått fram kring återanvändbara inkontin-
ensskydd i användarstudierna.

 
• Vilka utmaningar ser du i de olika koncepten?
• Vilket/a koncept tror du på mest? Varför?
• Hur tror du att användarna hade reagerat på dem? 
• Vilka utmaningar ser du i användandet? 
• Vilka fördelar ser du med dem jämfört varandra?
• Vad tror du skulle behövas för att Essity ska blir inspirerade /haka på tåget? 
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Appendix  IX - Pugh matrix
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Appendix X - Evaluation Survey
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Appendix Xl - Compiled answers from 
evaluation
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(WWLUKP_�?S0���.LULYHS�JOHSSLUNLZ�MVY�HSS�Ä]L�JVU-
cepts
Challenges for all concepts

• Before the absorbent and protection are rinsed in the sink it contains urine and it might feel unfresh to 
handle it because urine is something that is seen as not very hygienic and fresh.

• Make the user feel as fresh as when they get a new single-use protection after handling and cleaning the 
reusable protection. 

• To fresh up the protections and clean or absorbents requires access to a private bathroom with sink.   
• Make it possible to fresh up the protection in different kinds of bathrooms.
• Make the protections intuitive to use. 
• Make it work for all body forms and sizes either by being available in different sizes or being adapt-

able.
• 0DNH�WKH�DEVRUEHQW�RU�SURWHFWLRQ�HDV\�WR�ZULQJ�RXW��LW�FDQ¶W�EH�WRR�VPDOO�EHFDXVH�LW�EHFRPHV�¿GGO\�
• 0DNH�WKH�XVHUV�EX\�DQG�WU\�WKH�SURWHFWLRQV�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�SODFH��EHFDXVH�LW�LV�QHZ�W\SH�RI�SURGXFWV�
• Decrease the risk of wetting the bathroom and clothes with urine or water. 
• Make the user feel sure the bathroom is totally clean when they leave it and nobody can notice that they 

have refreshed their protection. 
• Two or more absorbent or protections to change between could be needed if there is no access to a sink 

to clean them, however, this would require some type of storage. 
• When the absorbent or protection is going to be rinsed in the sink the user might need to put it some-

where when putting on and off panties and pants because it’s hard to hold it at the same time which 
can feel unfresh and inconvenient. However, the same issue happens for people using a menstrual cup 
and according to the research this is a problem easy to overcome by going to the sink with panties 
down, when possible cleaning it while sitting on the toilet, changing to a new one or putting it on some 
WLVVXHV���$SSHQGL[�;�

• &UHDWH�D�EXVLQHVV�PRGHO�ZKLFK�PDNHV�D�UHXVDEOH�SURWHFWLRQ�EHQH¿FLDO�WR�ERWK�WKH�FXVWRPHUV�DQG�7(1$��
• Before the materials are fully developed a solution could be drying case which the absorbent or protec-

tion is wrung out in. If so, it would mean one more thing to carry with you as well as one more step in 
the handling, which is not desired since they want it to be as easy as possible to use.

Material challenges for all concepts

• The topsheet needs to let the urine pass through quickly to avoid leakages, for the topsheet to be clean 
and fresh against the skin. 

• The topsheet needs to protect from rewet during usage to keep it dry against the skin. For some protec-
tions the topsheet is joined to other parts in the protection and for some is it a separate.

• The material in the protections that are rinsed in the sink needs to have the property to absorb urine 
(hydrophilic) and at the same time be easy to wring out to make the material dry (hydrophobic). These 
properties are contradictory which puts high requirements on the material. 

• Prevent other body liquids such as discharges which often has higher viscosity than urine to get stuck 
into the topsheet because it can make the user feel unfresh.

• Make the protection or absorbent dry quickly for it to be able to use directly again, otherwise a new 
protection or absorbent is needed which requires storage for it and an extra step in the handling.

• Be odour repressive.
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Appendix XIlI - Challenges connected to each 
concept

Challenges for Svanen

• Make the user feel that the protection is fresh even if it’s not possible to freshen up the case in the sink. 
• Make the user easily understand how to put in absorbent in the pocket. 
• Make the zip to not chafe and feel comfortable against skin. 
• Make the buttons feel discrete and so thin so they are not visible from outside. 
• Assure the user that the zip is closed correctly. 
• Make it easy to open and close the zip - it needs to be small to be discrete and comfortable but still big 

enough to be able to handle.
• 0DNH�WKH�SURWHFWLRQ�WR�¿W�DOO�ERG\�VL]HV�
• Make the  absorbent be “stiff” enough to be easy to put in the pocket but soft enough to be comfortable 

when wearing.
• Make the user know when it is time to refresh or change absorbent through the pocket.
• Decrease the risk of wetting the panties or surroundings when pulling out the absorbent.

Challenges for Fjärilen

• Make it be experienced as thin and discrete even though it consists of several layers. 
• Make case become totally dry when rinsed because it’s put directly on the panties.
• Make case be experienced as clean and fresh because it’s not supposed to be cleaned as often as the 

pad. 
• Make the case stay in place and the pad to stay in place in the case. 
• The case needs to be in a material that is kind to the skin and doesn’t cause chafe.

Challenges for Snäckan

• Make it stick and make the user feel safe that it sticks even when doing big movements and different 
activities (ex. biking). 

• Make it feel comfortable when the user sits, lays down or moves. 
• Make it be comfortable both when used for a short and long period of time. 
• Make it stuck well over time.
• Investigate what happens if the user makes movements which could make the sponge be squeezed out, 

for ex. running.
• Make it be and feel breathable and healthy for the vulva and skin.
• Make it absorb enough liquid on a limited and quite small area. 
• Make it feel safe that it doesn’t leak.
• 0DNH�LW�¿W�RU�EH�DGDSWDEOH�WR�DOO�YDJLQD�W\SHV
• Make the form adapted to cover the urine hole not vagina. 
• Make it not get stuck in pubic hair and to be as leakproof with all kinds and length of pubic hair.
• Make the absorbent easy to wring out even if it’s small.
• Make the user not forget to take the protection of before going to pee otherwise she risk dropping it into 

the toilet.
• Make women to initially try it even if it’s very far away from the mental model for their current protec-

tion. 
• Make it safe but still keep the discreteness of it. 
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Materials challenges for Snäckan

• Liquids need to be directed in to the center of absorbent. 
• The outer part of absorbent needs to create a good environment for the vagina both in PH value and 

breathability in order to be used for a longer period of time.  
• The sponge needs to have a healthy humidity for the vagina. It’s probably best to not be all dry.
• Sponge should dry when it wrings out properly after 10 seconds.
• The backside of the shell needs to be breathable but still be leakage proof.
• Liquids needs to not get stuck in the shell and it should be dry after rinsing it.
• Absorbent should absorb 15 ml of urine at the same time and as quickly as the reference products.
• Should have capability to absorb two times 15 ml during 4 hours without wash.
• The sides on the shell needs to climb enough but with an even pressure to make it stick but not so it 

irritates the skin or hurt. 
• The absorbent needs to keep be odour repressive for 5 boilings and 90 sink washes. 
• Absorbent should be as odour repressive as the reference products.

Challenges for Rosenbladet 

• Make the topsheet/tunnel be and feel fresh even if you can not fresh it up during day. 
• 0DNLQJ�WKH�XVHUV�IHHO�WKDW�WKH\�KDV�HQRXJK�RSWLRQV�RI�SDQW\�PRGHOV�HYHQ�ZKHQ�WKH\�FDQ�W�XVH�WKHLU�RZQ�

ones. 
• Make the initial purchase cheap enough for the users to purchase. 
• Make it easy to put in the absorbent even when it is wet and softer. 
• Make the abosorbent stiff enough to easy be put in the tunnel but soft enough to be comfortable when 

wearing.
• Make the absorbent to stay in place inside the tunnel both to avoid leakage and make users feel assured 

that the absorbent stays in place. 
• Decrease the risk of the user wetting their panties when the user pull out and in the absorbent.
• Make the user know they need to change if they can’t feel that the absorbent is wet through the tunnel. 
• 0DNH�LW�HQYLURQPHQWDOO\�EHQH¿FLDO�HYHQ�LI�WKH�DGVRUEHQWV�LV�FKDQJHG�HYHU\�PRQWK��

Materials challenges for Rosenbladet 

• Liquids needs be passed through quickly in the topsheet/tunnel to avoid leakages.
• Topsheet/tunnel can’t rewet.
• Topsheet/tunnel should always be experienced as dry. 
• Topsheet/tunnel needs to feel soft and supporting a good environment for vagina.
• Topsheet/tunnel needs to be safe for leakage back and forth.
• 7RSVKHHW�WXQQHO�QHHGV�WR�EH�ÀH[LEOH�DQG�HODVWLF�HQRXJK�WR�PDNH�LW�HDV\�WR�SXW�LQ�DEVRUEHQW�
• Absorbent needs to be stiff enough to be easy to place in tunnel. 
• Absorbent should dry when it is wrings out properly after 10 seconds.
• Absorbent should absorb 15 ml of urine at the same time as quickly as the reference products. 
• Should have capability to absorb three times 15ml during 4 hours without wash.
• Backsheet should be leakage proof and breathable
• Absorbent should be as odour repressive as the reference products.
• Topsheet/tunnel need to stay odour repressive for 100 machine washes.
• Absorbent need to stay odour repressive for 30 sink washes (3 x 10 days). 
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Challenges for Skuggan

• *XLGH�RQ�KRZ�WR�DWWDFK�WKH�YHOFUR�WR�WKH�SDQWLHV�WR�¿W�WKHLU�ERG\��
• The velcro makes the pad feel stiff when squeezing/wringing out the pad.
• The velcro should only be in found in the middle part of the pad to make sure it doesn’t risk to chafe 

the skin in the groins.
• 0DNH�WKH�SDG�IHHO�GU\��ERWK�DJDLQVW�WKH�VNLQ�DQG�IRU�WKH�XVHU�WR�IHHO�FRQ¿GHQW�WKDW�WKH�ZDVKHG�SDG�ZRQ¶W�

wet their panties. 
• The pad needs to be possible to adjust after gluing on the velcro, without the velcro risking to chafe the 

skin. 
• Make the user feel that they can keep using their own panites with a discrete protection rather than 

destroying their own panties.
• To not make the velcro or the pubic hair getting stuck in the velcro make it feel uncomfortable when 

wearing the panties without the pad. This was tested and concluded as good for a short while but not a 
hole day. A solution to it could be the piece of fabric mention above. 

• To make it possible for the user to remove the velcro strip if she wish but not make it lose grip if she 
does not. 

• Material challenges for Skuggan 
• The topsheet needs to let the urine through quickly for the topsheet to be clean and fresh against the 

skin. 
• The topsheet needs to protect from rewet during usage to keep it dry against the skin. 
• Topsheet needs to feel soft and support a healthy and antibacterial environment for vagina.
• Pad should dry within 10 seconds after it is rinsed and wrung out to be able to use the protection direct-

ly again.  
• Absorbent should absorb 15 ml of urine at the same time as quickly as the reference products.
• Should have capability to absorb three times 15 ml during 4 hours without wash.
• Backsheet should be leakage proof and breathable.
• Should be as odour repressive as the reference products.
• Needs to stay odour repressive for 4 machine washes and 30 sink washes.
• The velcro should not get stuck in clothes, both when using the product and washing it in the washing 

machine.
• The velcro needs to be able to clean for no dirt to get stuck in it.


